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C. Douglas Booth Of 
London Will Adress 
Chapel On Wednesday 
IMPORTANCE OF LITTLE THINGS 
IN LIFE STRESSED BY 
DR. HUTCHESON 
Soloists Who Will Appear On Annual Arts Festival Program 
i 
Evelyn Saxton Locke 
On Wednesday, May 3, Douglas C. 
Booth, member of the Royal Institute 
0 of International Affairs in London, will 
speak in chapel on some phase of in­
ternational affairs. 
Appearing in chapel Friday, May 5 
the East Grand Forks music group un­
der the direction of Bob Walls, gradu­
ate of M. S. T. C. in *32, will present 
a cantata, accompanied by the College 
Orchestra. 
On Wednesday, April 26 Dr. W. T. 
Hutcheson, executive secretary of the 
Masonic Service and Education gave a 
talk in chapel on, "Making the Best 
of Life. Dr. Hutcheson stressed the 
understanding and realizing the im­
portance of little things in life, going as 
far as to say that Robert Burns owes 
his success as a poet to his observation 
• of little things. 
Every person must realize his possi­
bilities in order to obtain any degree 
of success in life, the speaker said. 
* Each deed that is done is either a 
stepping stone or a stumbling block 
for a person's future; therefore nothing 
is worth doing unless done well. Each 
individual is made up of four parts: The children of the Intermediate 
the first, is the physical being, the next Department, Grades 5 and 6, will pre-
the social being, the third the intellec- 56111 a cantata, "The Awakening of 
tual being, and lastly the spiritual be- Spring' by J. S. Gearis in the audi-
mg. Each phase of a being's lue should torium, Training School, Friday, May 
be well developed in every section. 
In other words, all four parts of a be-
Annual Arts Festival 
Will Begin Tomorrow 
With Concert By Band 
CONCERTS BY CHOIR, ORCHESTRA, 
AND EUTERPE SINGERS 
WILL FOLLOW 
Daniel Preston Eleanor Nesheim 
Training School Will 
Give Spring Cantata 
is DIRECTED BY MISS WENCK; 
TWO PERFORMANCES 
TO BE GIVEN 
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ing should be developed in order for 
one to become a well-rounded char-
.acter. 
Style Show Given By 
^ r n n i r> • i stag'n8anc College Loeastriday The cast 
5 at 2:30 p. m. At 11 o'clock on the 
same day the cantata will be presented 
for the visitors to the Rural Demon­
stration, who will be in attendance at 
a meeting at the College at that time. 
Miss Wenck is directing the cantata, 
assisted by Marie Wilds, accompanist 
and Miss Carlson and Miss Loudon, 
ging d costuming. 
includes Children of the 
Springtime: Lorene Briggs, Harriet Hal-
H,, ™, faculty members and fh, I 1°"'"' 
women of the College were guests at a Elfie Mayer, Ruth Meyers, Betty Peter-, , . • -f • , . „. , son, Marvin Peterson, Warren Shinn, 
2 nff r g anil' Ar 2i..b,y Sigurd Stusiak, Ann Thorvedt, and the Off-Campus and Dormitory Girls » James 1 ^
Committee. Featured in the Style show I, * . , , _ . , „ . -
were a variety of selections and types the part of Jack Frost, and Peter Ing-, . , i berg, the part of Robin Hood. Robin in coats, sport dresses, suits, wash TT 1, Al_ n t . ,i , , . , , Hoods men are the fllowing: Dayton frocks, all-school party dresses, and „ . , . „ , i . J , , t i Baldwin, Fred Meyers, Carl Olson, semi-formal and formal gowns. „1£r ,' . , TT , , ' „ ^ »ru _ i j j .. Clifford Rastad, Harold Thysell, Mau-The scene was laid in a dormitory j tsi-I i i  e »- i  
room. The girls are lounging and by nC* Ze»hlsdorff' and Estelle Fiskum 
chance when they turn on their tele"- and Mlss SP"ngtime-
vision set they get a style show in The fairies are: Beverly Bertholf, De-
New York. The committee in charge lores Hanson, Grace Kittleson, Mary 
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Preston, Julia Pike, and Elaine Schwen-
deman. 
Other characters include: Opal Cox 
as Month of May, Lois Hanson as Daf­
fodil, Irene Salgren as Violet, Butter­
cup played by Vey Thompson, and Rose 
taken by Arlene Bly. 
of arrangements included Vivian Clau 
sen, chairman; Altha Gabrielson; Jewel 
Ydstie; Norma Larson; Betty Wilder; 
Edna Benson; Signe Olson and Ruth 
Best. 
The models were: Uva Cortright, 
Marcella Rutten, Lou Ceil Laing, Es­
ther Anderson, Martha Benidt, Shir­
ley Soule, Ann Herried, Mildred Lee, fprai1<: f„]]o Rnv I« 
M a b e l  S e r r ,  E l i a n o r  L i n n g r e n ,  C a t h e r -  r  CCgUS 1  O l lS  DOy  IS  
ine Jones, Edith Alexander, Jean Lang. I?• « II/' 
Aileen O'Laughlin, Jean Frost, Dorothy *  1 1  S i  I  f l Z c  If inner 
Goulden, Carol Hayden, Norine Keough. 
Doris Johnson, Galene Haugen, Lor­
raine Sande and Bernice Onstine. 
Florence Williams was the accompanist. 
AN ANNUAL EVENT 
on the Campus is the publish­
ing of the Literary Supplement 
of the Western MiSTiC, which 
appears this week. This year 
marks the most pretentious is­
sue of its kind, edited as it is 
by the College chapter of Sigma 
Tau Delta, national English fra­
ternity, and containing four 
sketches by students of the Col­
lege Art department, under the 
direction of Miss McCarten. 
Readers will find twenty-five 
contributions, from poems to 
short stories complete; esasys 
both personal and discussional 
in type; and sketches of an his­
torical and a humorous nature. 
Copies will be sent to the Clay-
County Historical society as well 
as to the many other libraries 
and schools on the MiSTiC ex­
change list 
Thirteen of the twenty-two 
contributors are members of 
Sigma Tau Delta, and three are 
freshmen. The editing committee 
was headed by Dan McCoy, 
president of Mu Gamma chap­
ter, assisted by Mr. Murray, ad­
viser. 
® 
® 
Five One-Act Plays To 
Be Presented In May 
is PART OF CLASS WORK OF 
GROUP TAKING PLAY-
PRODUCTION 
Under the direction of several stu­
dents from Miss Tainter's Play Pro­
duction Class, a series of five one 
act plays will be presented in the near 
future. Although the date has not 
been announced definitely as yet, most 
! of the preliminary arrangements are 
gj completed, and the casts are consci-
rf. entiously practicing plays that will be 
Culminating weeks of rehearsal and 
preparation, the Ninth Annual Arts 
Festival of M. S. T. C. opens tomorrow 
night at 8:00 with the Grand Concert 
i by the Dragon Band, Elmer Uggen, di­
recting. Concerts by the Chael Choir 
and College Orchestra on the succeed-
l ing days, and a studio art exhibit and 
tea make up the rest of the program 
for the festival season. 
"Intrepidus," a march by A. M. 
Christensen, psychology instructor at 
the College, opens the Dragon Band 
Concert. Following the opening num­
ber, the band plays the first of the 
three heavy selections, the "Barber 
of Seville," an overture by Rossihi. 
Reynold Crhistensen then plays "In-
I flammatus," a trumpet solo also by 
| Rossini. Twe light selections follow: 
Poupe Valsante (Dancing Dolls) by 
Poldini and LaBella Zingara, a Spanish 
Serenade, by Roberto. Daniel L. 
Preston, tenor, guest artist for this pro­
gram, sings two numbers, "Spirito Cen-
til," from the opera "La Favorita," by 
Donizetti and "Madrigal Cesponse," by 
Huarto. 
Opening the second half of the pro­
gram, the band will play the selection 
which will undoubtedly be the high­
light of the evening, Beethoven's "An­
dante" from the "Nifter Symphony." 
This will be followed by a clarinet 
solo, "Somnambula," by Bellini, played 
by Lila Harstad. After "Pasede Fleurs 
| on Intermezzo," from the ballet "Naila," given m Weld Hall Auditorium some,, ^ , , .u t-> r, , , ®  ? .  . . .  o .  j  .  *  . v  n  b y  D e l i b e s ,  t h e  D r a g o n  B a n d  c l o s e s  
a time in May. Students of the College .. XT. ,u v .• i r- j . ,i_ @  ,  , ,  .  .  .  .  ,  , .  " i t s  N i n t h  F e s t i v a l  G r a n d  C o n c e r t  w i t h  and otners interested in dramatic pro- , ,. ( ,, , , ®  ,  j j .  ,  ,  s e l e c t i o n s  f r o m  t h e  o p e r a  R i g o l e t t o .  ductions are advised to watch for an- . „. %. , A , , , Choir Sings Sunday ~ nouncements in next week s paper and . ,, , , , ,. , , ® ., , „ .. , , , As t"6 second number of the festival on the bulletin board, as this venture the j under th, 
® j  !S distinctly a student venture. direction of Daniel L. Preston, appear 
® '<The Managers" by Joseph C. Lin- Sunday, April 1 at 8 o'clock in conce 
j coin, directed by Gladys Flom; "A 
<§ Window to the South" by Mary Kather 
® 
® 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
Eastman And Jahr Are 
Named To Head Staf f  
ine Reely, under the directon of Ruth 
Best; and "The Blue Serge Suit" by 
Belle McDiarmid Ritchier, under the 
guiding hand of Dan McCoy, are the 
with Clare Hallack, baritone, and L -
elyn Saxton Locke, pianiste, as assist­
ing artists. 
The program is opened with five 
Yuletide selections, "O Magnum Mys-
by da Vittoria, "How Far Is 
The second annual extemporaneous 
speaking contest, sponsored by the 
Senior English club of the College High 
School, which presented eleven con­
testants from the Detroit Lakes, Fergus 
Falls, Moorhead, and M. S. T. C. 
High Schools, was held last Friday. The 
judges were J. R. Mashek of Fargo 
High School, Mr. Kise and Miss Holm-
quist of the College. 
Sidney Rand of Fergus Falls took 
definitely establishing dates for all oc- first place, Fred Backstrom of Moorhead 
casions, according to Miss Leonard. High School second, and Leverett Hoag, 
chairman of the committee, with the of College High, third. All the talks 
^traditional Cap and Gown Day on May were upon current questions, Rand j 
10, beginning the festivities. speaking on the debt question; Back-
Final examinations have been sched- strom, on the Manchurian situation; 
uled for Wednesday, Thursday and Fri- and Hoag, on inflation. 
day of the last week, May 31 and June 
1 and 2. The Senior Prom on Saturday The following are a few of those who 
evening, June 3, will be the high light have signed contracts to teace next 
socially, of the final week of regular year: Gladys Bestul, Lengby; Florence 
Commencement Plans 
Are Def ini te ly  Set  
Plans for commencement activities 
have been completed to the extent of 
Naming of Edward Eastman, Moor­
head, to the position of Editor-in-Chief 
of the MiSTiC next year is announced 
today by the publications board, as a 
result of tryouts conducted last week. 
Assisting him on the editorial board 
will be Eleanor Laing, Fargo, asociate 
editor, and Oliver Asp, managing ed­
itor, the latter also to have charge of 
circulation. Bernice Cox of Moorhead 
will be associate editor of the 1934 
Praeceptor. 
Charles Jahr of Hitterdal was named 
to the important position of business 
manager of publications for 1933-34. 
Working with him will be Gordon Han­
son of Kennedy, advertising manager 
of the MiSTiC. 
Second Tryout Called 
To date a managing editor of the 
Praeceptor to have charge also of ad­
vertising has not been named. The 
board announces another tryout for 
staff positions next Monday afternoon 
at 3:00 p. m. in Room 206 
three one-act plays scheduled for the T. . a ., , , „ , _, .._ „ c . j  . .  j  . .  , ,  n  „  I t  t °  B e t h l e h e m ,  b y  S h a w ,  " B a d i s  R e .  first dramatic production in Weld Hall • , . .. r, ,, . . joice le Christians, Willan's Three 
is spring. Kings," and by special reuest, "Gru-
Two other one-act productions, "The ber's old favorite, "Silent Night". 
Unseen" by Alice Gerstenberg, direct- Clare Hallack, baritone, has chosen, 
ed by Rhoda Salverson, and "Pearls" «it Is Enough," from "Elijah," by Men-
by Dema Paine, will be presented at a delssohn, as a vocal selection. The 
Friday assembly at a later date. Mem-j choir, closes the first half of the pro­
bers of Miss Tainter's class in Play pro- j gram with the "Cherubim Song," by 
duction are taking over the burden of Gretchaninoff, "Hospodi Pomilui," b; 
directing and producing the plays as 
part of their regular class work. The! 
program will be open, and admisison 
will be charged. 
Lvovsk and "Salvation Is Created," by 
Tschesnokof. 
The second half of the Chapel pro­
gram opens with two piano solos played 
by Evelyn Saxton Locke. They are 
"Etude Op. 25 No. 3" by Chopin, and 
"Rhapsodie Op. 119 No. 4" by Brahms. 
The choir appears in its final group 
j singing a group of rather light num-
I bers, "All Creatures," by Benet, "Come, 
Sleep," by Gibbs, "Spinning Top," by 
Giving due credit to graduating Rimski-Korsakoff, and "Calm Be Thy 
Sleep , by Noble Cain. The program 
Alice R. Nelson Is 
Featured in Recital 
Mr. Kise Is Scheduled 
To Address Graduates 
•classes. Grove, Morris; Marie Stark, Stevens 
Commencement activities will open County. 
with the Baccalaureate services Sun-
day evening, June 4. The following ®S®®®®®®®®®®®® 
flay the annual alumni dinner will be ® 
yie feature. Tuesday morning, June 6. ® 
graduation exercises will be held in ® 
Weld Hall for the Seniors and Sopho- ® 
mores. ® 
LIGHT, NOT HEAT 
Marjorie Tieg and Clara Germolus ® 
have positions teaching in schools in j ® 
Norman County, Minnesota. j ® 
Muriel Troumbly has a position in the ® 
Oklee public schools for next year. ® 
is needed in our discussions of 
schools and tax reduction. Be 
sure to read the article, "Side-
glances at Education," on page 
4. It should help to show the 
way to a saner approach. 
® 
Mr. Joseph Kise, instructor of Po­
litical Science, is scheduled for two 
commencement addresses. On Friday, 
June 2, Mr. Kise will be at Aitken, 
Minnesota, to address a graduating 
class of 90. Leonard C. Murray, B. E. 
'27, is superintendent of schools at 
Aitken. Friday, May 26, Mr. Kise will 
speak at Leonard, N. D. Clarence J. 
Gludt, B. E. '31, is superintendent at 
Leonard. 
® ® ® ® ® 
®| 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® ® ® ® ® 
Seniors, the Music Department of M. S. 
T. C. presented Alice R. Nelson, mez­
zo soprano in a graduate recital last 
evening, from the studio of Agnes 
Jorgenson Kise. Assisting Miss Nelson 
was a string trio, consisting of Roseltha 
Neshiem, violinist; Marie Wild, cellist; 
and Laurence Norrin, pianiste. Miss 
Nelson was accompanied at the piano 
by Miss Florence Williams. 
Following the recital, the Beta Chi 
sorority, of which Miss Nelson is a 
member, gave a formal tea. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® s >  
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Walter Cocking has accepted a posi­
tion in the high school at Mapleton, 
N. D. I® 
Ella Gjesvold will teach at Dent, ® 
Minnesota, next year. ® 
Tonight, 9 o'clock — Freshman 
party, Gym. 
Saturday, 8 p. in.—Band Con­
cert, Weld Hall Auditorium. 
Sunday, 8 p. m.—Chapel Choir. 
Weld Hall Auditorium. 
Monday afternoon.—Art Exhibit, 
MacLean Hall. 
Monday, 3:30 p. in.—Water Cir­
cus, Swimming Pool. 
Monday, 8 p. m.—Orch stra and 
Euterpe Singers. Weld Hall 
Auditorium. 
Wednesday, 7:0' p. m.—Three-
ring Circus. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® S ®  
is concluded with "Amici," by the 
choir and brass double quartet. 
Art Featured Monday 
On Monday afternoon, the Art de­
partment will throw open its doors to 
the public. Miss McCarten and Miss 
Williams have placed on display the 
works of the students in all the fields 
(Continued from Page 4) 
Mr. E.B.  Schol tz  Talks  
To Y.M.C.A.  Group 
® ,  
When a young man thinks he has 
® thrown over religion, he has not dis-
® | carded his own religion, but notions of 
®, his parents and grandparents that have 
S not changed in accordance with social 
<f changes of the present day. But re-
? ligion of a nobler and richer life still 
® remains," said Mr. E. B. Scholtz of 
® Chicago, Conference chairman of the 
• Y. M. C. A., speaking to the local "Y" 
? Tuesday evening. 
® He discussed informally the problems 
® confronting the social life on the Col-
® lege campus, and the part the Y. M. 
® C. A. could play in their solution. He 
S further brought out the fact that the 
S "Y" should broaden out to enlighten 
® its members on economic and politic 1 
® problems and the new social order. 
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EDITORIALS 
HEIGH. HO. COME TO THE FAIK! 
We sometimes think it very singular that students take the cul­
tural side of college life so lightly. The classroom offers one a great 
deal, yet not enough to make a "full man by far. Opportunity may 
knock a number of times for some things, but the Ninth Annual Arts 
Festival is knocking but one week-end. This year the Festival is on 
the same high scale as in previous years. An art exhibition and 
music are the features. 
Perhaps you're not interested in art—music? Then how can you 
claim to be educated? You don't have to be an amateur artist with 
daubed smock to appreciate line, color, beauty; you don't have to play 
a Grieg Sonata to enjoy music. How many critics can do the things 
they criticize? One need not participate to appreciate. 
Come out to the Festival and see! 
—H. D. 
23. Light refreshments were served. 
INITIATION SERVICES 
HELD BY PSI DELTA KAPPA 
Initiation services were held for five 
new members of Psi Delta Kappa so­
rority at Ingleside, Wednesday evening 
OPPORTUNITY 
Possibly no word in the English language carries with it more 
potentiality than the word opportunity. On it have hinged the suc­
cess or failure of millions of people. The man with vision, the man 
with courage to grasp and make the most of every opportunity whic 
presents itself, is the person who finds himself possessed of that state 
of being, known as success. 
To the casual observer, or to the more timid, this taking ad­
vantage of one's opportunity is quite often construed as pure luck. 
True, the element of luck does enter in, but ability to grasp a situation 
and make the most of it is the quality which sets one person apart 
from another. Opportunities come to everyone, but too often they 
slip by unheeded until it is too late. It was no doubt this situation 
which prompted a poet to write: 
"Of all sad words of tongue or pen, 
The saddest are these, 'It might have been'." 
Do we take advantage of our opportunities? Do we make the refreshments were served. New|a reading by Gladys Flom. 
fullest use of all the facilities which are here placed at our disposal officers for Gamma Nu have been el-
Will we in the future be able to look back at four profitable year? ectetj| and initiation will take place 
spent at M. S. T. C. or will we voice a sigh of regret, "It might have s00n 
been?" 
No pome this week— 
You need a rest 
And less hot air 
Will be the best— 
As 
i ventional routine a spring-time 
battle of the Dragons and Bison took 
place on the Dakotah field in Fargo. 
The proceeds are to go to the Olympic 
Games Fund. 
Two Years Ago 
President R. B. MacLean and Dr. 
I Gilbert Gosslee, newly appointed res­
ident director, attended a meeting of 
the State Teachers College Board in 
Minneapolis to discuss plans for new 
buildings. 
Three Years Ago 
The feature event of the Arts Festival 
1 Twenty College High 
School Students Are 
Placed On Honor Roll 
con-
grid 
* * * 
Don Bird would make a good gard-
ner, eh wot? The other day Mr. Bly 
showed him some clover and grass win" take place when on May 19, the 
FRIEZE DEPICTING DEVELOPMENT 
OF MINNESOTA MADE 
BY 4A GROUP 
seed, but the high-minded Mr. Bird 
refused to believe it and insisted that 
it was only cleaning compound for 
the floor. 
• * * 
And now Art Skjonsby is spoiling 
Humpty Dumpty's racket: But any-
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, con- ^ 
ducted by Henri Verbrugghen, will pre-
sent two concerts. 
According to the report from the 
Placement Bureau there are 32 who 
complete courses this year, including 
three degree garduates, who have 
Students on the "A" honor roll for 
the last six weeks period are: Leverett 
Hoag, Mary Whitnack, Nancy Ann 
Heggelund, Dick Hoag, Alton Peterson, 
Ralph Davis, Betty Heggelund, Nels 
Thysell, Philadelphia Carpenter. Those 
students on the "B" honor roll are: 
Hugh Price, Deloris Swenson, Anna-
belle Kreps, Mary Adams, Bernhard 
Bekkerus, Erwin Bly, and Phyllis 
way, he could be put back together sjgned contracts for the coming school 
year. 
Four Years Ago 
The newly elected officers of the stu­
dent commission were inaugurated at 
this mornings assembly in Weld Hall. 
John Ingersoll, president, spoke in be­
half of the new officers. 
again. 
* * * 
The girls did put on a good Style 
Show. Consult Red, Pudge, or Joe. 
* * * 
Parsons: "I'm going to demonstrate 
with a solid piece of wood." 
H. Krajesk: "Is there a hole in it?" 
* * * 
Ted Whalen admits he is interested The Economics class is "playing the 
a "The Grade Teacher", but he doesn't stock market." Each is buying some 
say which one! • stock (just pretend) and at the end of 
* * * the year will see how much he has 
It seems that picnicing has begun too made or lost. 
early—there are no fat, juicy caterpil­
lars to delight the ladies and enhance 
the refreshments. 
* * * 
Isn't our Campus geting a "Spring" 
look now that it is all cleaned off and 
ready for seeding? Here's hoping 
there'll be no need for "Keep Off the 
Grass" signs! 
* * * 
At last some one has found A1 
Cocking's main difficulty. He indulges 
too much in "gittering generalities." 
This column also has Spring Fever. 
It just doesn't get anywhere but cer­
tainly does try. Maybe what it needs 
is a good spring cleaning to remove 
those cobwebs. 
Parsons in Physics Class: 
isn't here, is he?" 
Christy: "Yes." 
Parsons: "Where is he?" 
Christy: "He isn't here." 
"Sanders 
SK 
An unusually interesting experiment, 
which is to prove the truth of Mendel's 
law of heredity, was begun by the High 
School Biology class on March 30 and 
is developing rapidly toward a suc­
cessful conclusion. A number of wing­
less flies and wild, winged flies of pure 
stock were obtained from the Chicago 
Biological Supply Co., bred in test 
tubes and inter-mated. The flies will 
be mated for two generations, during 
a period of from six to eight weeks, 
with the expectation that a first genera­
tion of winged flies and a second gen­
eration of one-fourth wingless and 
three-fouths winged will prove the de­
pendability of the hereditary law. 
Pi Delta Sigma held a tea Tuesday -
afternoon for the Freshmen of the 
Intermediate curriculum. Decorations 
were in pastel shades. 
A beautiful frieze depicting the de­
velopment of Minnesota, which was 
worked out by the 4-A groups under 
the direction of Mrs. Fowler, is now 
hung in room 106. The frieze is well 
worth seeing, for it is not only educa­
tional in itself but also the Intermediate 
grade children are very eager to ex­
plain to visitors the process of creating 
the frieze and the meaning of its var­
ious symbols. A club program con­
cerning the frieze was given by the 
children on Monday morning. 
Plans are well under way for thff 
commencement exercises of the Seniors 
of the High School. The Senior prom 
and banquet are also being considered* 
A summarization lesson of Midsum­
mer Night's Dream was dramatized be­
fore the Upper Methods class by the 
eighth grade English groups. The 
room was set according to the plan 
of a Shakesperian stage, and the en-
| BETA CHI PLANS 
| FOR SPRING FORMAL 
On May 3rd initiation will be held for tire program worked out with the same 
NEWMAN CLUB IS 
ENTERTAINED ON SUNDAY 
Members of the Newman Club were 
entertained at St. Joseph's church par- pledges of Beta Chi, in Ingleside. Plans idea. The audience was admitted upon 
lors for a short while Sunday, April; are being made for the spring formal 
to be held May 6. 
PI MU PHI WILL 
HOLD BENEFIT BRIDGE 
Members of Pi Mu Phi sorority will 
hold a benefit bridge in Ingleside to­
morrow afternoon. Plans are being rt ,5* spurpie «*»i 
be held in Ingleside May 6. Tentative Shulstad Barnesville; Lila Har-
p ans regarding the spring formal are Hillsboro: Winona Nilson. Twin 
1 l— —- - — ^ r*T thlP T1 TYt O 
Valley; Edna Spokely, Dilworth. Fol-| 
the payment of English paper money. 
The third grade children have dyed 
their spun yarn in dyes which they 
made from the tea, coffee, fruit, veg­
etable, and nut juices. Various kinds 
of dyes were tried and combined *vo 
make red, yellow, brown, blue and 
also being made at this time. 
PATRONESSES ARE 
ENTERTAINED BY GAMMA NU'S 
Active members of Gamma Nu en-
AFFILIATED SCHOOLS 
The Oak Mound P. T. A. met Friday 
lowing the services dinner was served evening. The program was given to a 
by members of the group, after which discussion of "The Worthy Use of Leis-
a program was rendered. Numbers in- ure Time." Miss Bieri gave a talk on 
, , , , . , eluded: two selections by the sorority this subject, and Miss Marion Phillips, 
"apK octet, piano hy Lanson ant, Pbnantan, a^t, on 
Sunday afternoon a birthday party 
was given at the O. J. Grover home. It 
was a community affair, about two 
J From The Editor's Semicircle 1 
MURRAYS ENTERTAIN 
FOR SIGMA TAU DELTA 
Mr. and Mrs. Murray entertained Mu "JT""T£- ' T 
Gamma chapter of Sigma Tau Delta at hundred People being present. 
an informal dinner at their home, 819 ^ Gunderson p T A met'at the 
Eleventh St. So., on Monday evening. 1 r -j -rv „ ' « J u„ Gunderson school Friday evening. Dr. w, - Following this, papers were read by Verne of Moorhead y a talk g„ hjs 
man, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Bridges, and Antrnmitte Henderson Alice Du Bo.s, experiences with the earth ke a1 
Mrs. B. D. Murray enjoyed a picnic Ekud Peterson, and Elaine Magnusson, ^ pear, shettler) supervisa-
SCHWENDEMAN HOST 
TO ALPHA EPSILON GROUP 
Members of the Alpha Epsilon fra­
ternity, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Schwende-
pledges. 
Plans were discussed for attending 
With all this talk of inflation and the subsequent rise in commodity 
prices the poor teachers will be even worse off than before. If carried on Sunday afternoon. Wednesday eve 
very much further they will be fortunate indeed if their salaries will ning the group was entertained at a, — 
be large enough to pay the board. On the other hand, the farmers dinner at the home of Mr. Schwende- ' e t)?VCat, 1 ° Doris Radebough, Gertrude Volne and 
are rejoicing because they are, so to speak, planning to make two man, faculty adviser of the fraternity. * y^J members will take Agnes Sorkness were also on the Pro" 
hlades of grass grow where but one grew before. 
* * * * *  PSI DELTA KAPPA 
FETED BY PATRONESSES 
Six patronesses of Psi Delta Kappa 
sorority were hostesses at a theater 
party and tea April 22 to active mem-
bers. Hostesses were: Mrs. J. R. Sch-
wendeman, Mrs. H. O. Tiegen, Mrs 
***** I Glenn Hanna, Miss Alice Corneliussen, 
With the eyes of the whole world turning toward the United Mrs. L. P. Moos and Mrs. John Harris. 
States, and anxiously awaiting the next word from the White House Following the theater party, the group 
regarding our financial policy, it should tend to accentuate our ego— gathered at the Schwendeman home 
if we have any. 
The Open Column is for the use of MiSTiC readers in voicing 
their opinions on this, that and the other thing and does not necess-
sarily coincide with the views of the Western MiSTiC. It is to be 
hoped that this fact will be borne in mind by any people who may 
think they have been unjustly or unnecessarily criticized. 
Initiation of new members will take 
place at Miss Hayes' cottage at Detroit 
Lakes in May. 
at Riverside, gave a number of humor­
ous readings. The student teachers. 
gram. 
Dr. Archer, Miss Bieri, and Miss Cor­
neliussen will attend the rural demonj 
stration given by the teachers college 
at Valley City on Friday. The morning 
Y. W. C. A. APPOINTS 
NEW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
A new executive committee has been will be given over to visiting the af-
611 Eleventh St. So. for an informal tea. 
appointed to take the place of the old fibated schools' Dinner wil1 be served at noon. 
one and will continue for the rest of 
the term to do the work which the 
old committee has done for the past 
nine months. Members of the new 
With the return of the landscaping crew to the College we can 
rest assured that, given suitable weather, we will soon have a campus 
worth being proud of. 
* * * * *  
The worried, fatigued expressions seen around the campus belong 
to those students fortunately gifted in a musical way who have been 
working overtime the past few weeks in preparing for the Arts 
Festival beginning tomorrow. 
* * * * *  
The Literary Supplement which makes its appearance in this issue 
is a decided improvement over other years, being four pages instead 
of two and includes a great many writers. We hope you will enjoy it. 
COUNCIL DISCUSSES 
PLANS FOR AFFILIATION 
FROSH PARTY TONIGHT 
Tonight the Freshmen are staging 
TD *L AT 4. -1 TV/T their Spring party, the third and last committee are Ruth Natw.ck, Margaret of thc year An all.Col]ege orchestra 
| Fuglie, Mildred Abel, Viva Lund, Clara Df eight or nine pieces will feature. As 
I At a meeting of the Geography Coun- Howe> Esther Langhouse, Florence usual, dancing will be provided frtfn 
cil Monday further plans were discuss- Landerholm. wu i ° gymnas'um-
ed for affiliation with the National Geo- Miss Alice Brown, National Student , g S1 e °£fn ? ier rec^eatlon- The 
8„phic o— The,. U„- SecM>ry 0[ Y.W C A.. v«i,ed Sun- TgS* 5S 
A report was given by Oliver Asp on day and **°nday a'the ^°llege andum6t For AU " He Prondses f^'al big *ur-
"Subject Matter in the Elementary, with both the old and new cabinet fnses' Admission has been reduced to 
School." William Peterson gave a members and Miss Lumley Sunday ta" cents All fieshman women ana 
short talk on geographic reasons for night at a supper, at which time she f u™ ° u C° e"°' 1lng .' 
r- , , , , , , , r taculty members, are cordially invited 
the eating of "knackebrod m Sweden, outlined program and budget plans for Guests and upperclass girls are ex-
after which lunch was served. the coming year. eluded. 
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EDITED BY MU GAMMA CHAPTER OF SIGMA TAU DELTA 
JUST TO A "T" 
By Gordon G. Hanson 
Poets address their odes to Nature; 
orators deliver touching eulogies, but 
the layman addresses praise and other 
sentimental terms of endearment to the 
Model "T", which, all too soon, must 
take its place with the Auk in the re­
gions of the extinct. When this wheez­
ing, groaning, rattling, asthmatic relic 
has found its final resting place in the 
realms of the junk heap, the motoring 
world, as well as the harried pedes­
trian. will chant a hymn of Thanks­
giving 'hat this eye-sore of animated 
metal will plague their limpid orbs no 
more. 
It was my ill fortune to be afflicted 
in the year of our Lord, nineteen hun­
dred and twenty-nine, with the main 
tenance and general upkeep of one of 
these proud offsprings from the in­
ventive mind of the illustrious Henry 
Ford. In that same year the ramb-
lings and rattlings of that ancient car­
riage did afford me pleasure and ad 
ventures of almost every description. 
The reference to my beloved as ancient 
was warranted, for although its crea 
tion harked back but three years to 
1926, every twelve months of usage 
caused an almost complete physical 
deterioration that would have caused 
its demise, but for the wonderful re­
storative powers of gasoline, which, to a 
Ford, is the elixir of life. Adorned with 
the cleverest of mottoes in brilliant 
pigments of sundry hues, it won for its 
modest owner the longing gaze of the 
fair sex to such an extent that not a 
few envious gentlemen would fain have 
exchanged their positions as pilots of 
shiny "Chevs". 
Were I endowed with the ability oi 
expressing my emotions in verse, the 
beauteous terms of endearment ad 
dressed to my beloved buggy would 
flow in odes of constant and undimin 
ished quantities of suitable superla 
lives, but lacking the lyric tendencies 
of the gifted, sufficient tribute will, of 
necessity, remain unsung. I can see it 
yet so clearly in my mind's eye—a 
short and ugly hood, as out of pro­
portion to the body as the cranium of 
an African pin-head; an upright 
sparkling windshield, through which 
one saw a rattling good bumper and a 
pair of waving fenders that flapped 
slowly and solemnly at 'twenty per'. A 
pair of winking headlights constituted 
the remainder of its forepart; aft there 
was but a tail-light and abruptness of 
silhouette, altogether a sight most dis­
pleasing to modern eyes accustomed to 
graceful streamlining, yet as pleasant 
to my unsophisticated vision as the 
flowers of May. 
This ancient hack was the bane of 
the urban dwellers in the nearest me­
tropolis of two hundred inhabitants. 
Long after the natives had retired for 
siestas, naps, and night's slumbers, this 
steaming chariot would listurb their 
peaceful dream. Not that I, far be it 
from me, would have intentionally 
caused them any discomfort, but this 
chattering mass of tin must needs be 
guided in its ambling course, and who 
but such an intrepid skipper as 
would have interested himself in such a 
conveyance? 
One day in June (twas a beautiful 
day) my "Lizzie" and I embarked for 
distant regions with the kind consent 
of loving parents and the blessings of 
fond relatives. The astounding rate of 
"forty per" climaxed two miles of ac­
celeration, and we roared through the 
pastoral scenic spots serenely and con­
tentedly, for I minded neither the of­
fense to the auditory organs nor the 
"over the waves" motion. One hour of 
aforementioned speed and we must 
needs cross an intersection with an 
arterial highway. As Fate would have 
it, a candy manufacturer picked this 
precise moment to coast down the high­
way somewhat faster than we had an­
ticipated. His Hudson and my Ford 
arrived at the same spot at precisely 
the same moment, with results to be 
expected. Imagine my embarrassment 
in landing on the vicinity of the limou­
sine's raditaor cap. Of course, quiet 
reigned temporarily after the impact, 
but suddenly the calm was shattered 
efficiently and sulphurously with ex­
pletives unprintable. Methinks even 
wealthy manufacturers might profit 
from correspondence courses in self-
control. Eventually, the more or less 
chaotic conditions were righted and in­
ventory was taken of damages sustain­
ed. Here's one for Ripley: the "T" 
remained unscathed and the Hudson 
was towed to a garage for new parts 
whose cost left my resources in a most 
depleted condition. Whether or not it 
was our fault is a question yet un­
solved, but why argue with an irate 
aristocrat whose lawyers, I knew, would 
convince a rural jury that my con­
traption was a menace to civilization 
(a verdict I'm sure some already hold, 
never having heard a lawyer or seen 
an attorney). I was well repaid by 
watching the up and down motion of 
the candy man's immaculate goatee as 
he informed me in no uncertain terms 
of the dire consequences unless I 
"shelled out." I paid. 
In December we likewise enjoyed ad­
ventures no less exciting but ever as 
t Continue!- on puge ti I 
It has been a nerve-
wracking day. Tonight 
I am too tired even to 
go to bed. Maybe a pipe 
and a chapter in this 
book will help me relax. 
A strange mood has 
come over me during 
the evening. I seem to 
be waiting for something 
to happen. 
Outside it is cold. The 
wind is dying down as 
though it were tired and 
drowsy. It's almost mid­
night. The family are 
all getting ready for bed. 
Another moment, and 
no one will be stirring. 
There—I can hear the 
last* light-switch click. 
How quiet it is. 
Now. Now far my 
book. But why read? 
Why not just sit? I'll 
pull my rocker a little 
closer to the stove, turn 
out the light and sit in 
the dark. That's better. 
Electric lights are a 
blessing; but there is 
nothing very soothing 
about them It 
isn't so dark, after all. 
The new snow, reflect­
ing the light of the 
stars, gives off a pale light, 
best light comes from the 
Serenading My Soul THE BANK ROBBERY 
By Denia Paine 
Editor's Note: The following nar­
rative had its origin in a news­
paper account resurrected from 
the files of the Moorhcad Daily 
News hy students working under 
the direction of Dr. H. J. Locke, 
social science instructor of the 
College. That the background facts 
are all true detracts not a whit 
from the story. .The author has, 
of course, enriched the setting anu 
the characterization out of her 
imagination. 
Mid-morning in spring! A dozen dif­
ferent chirps and "cheeps" greeted the 
ear; a soft breeze gently shook the 
, , curtains of the First National Bank;' 
Humble music, d e a r  t h e  a i r  s e e m e d  h e a v y  w i t h  t h a t  s o o t h -
God, but it wakes my ing, drowsy essence that only a mid-
soul from the lethargy morning in spring can have. Young 
Charles Van Tassell, age seven, lulled 
. . . how much it could 
tell! quiet again. 
On the stove, 
t h e  s q u a t  t e a k e t t l e ,  
scratched and dented, 
a n d  r e m i n d i n g  m e  
of a stout, comfortable 
old lady, seems to take a 
breath. A little pause, 
and it hums softly for a 
brief moment. It stops. 
Another hum, then it 
begins gently and sooth­
ingly to sing its quaint, 
lovely old song. 
which had become a 
habit. My body and my 
soul see each other more 
distinctly than they have 
in a too-long while. 
They gaze at each other 
quietly, steadily. My 
body thinks of its many 
activities and wishes it 
h a d n ' t  c r e d i t e d  t h e m  
with too much import­
ance. My soul thinks 
of its heavy apathy, and 
wishes it had stayed 
awake to talk to my 
body sometimes when 
things grew irksome. 
The teakettle sings a 
little louder and my soul 
hears another melody, far away and 
not quite distinct, but seeming to end 
By R. J. Simonitsch 
Illustrated by Fred Dommer 
But the can be seen rather clearly; those far 
stove. I ther away huddle in mysterious shad 
feel sorry for people who have never ows. The dark-red blossom on the with an upward cadence. 
had an intimate friend in the guise of geranium on the window-sill gazes at 
an old-fashioned kitchen "range". Not me sleepily, but solemnly. The gold- What was that sound? Ashes falling 
as handsome or poetic as an open fire- bordered dishes peer through the glass thr h the grate. The fire has gotten 
place, but under its plain, homely ex- doors of the cupboard, the pallor of , T *. u «? 
terior glows a heart just as warm, their faces relieved by the soft, mellow *ow- • * How long have 1 sat here • • • • 
This old friend has about come to the gleam of their tarnished gold edge&r~In The glow has disappeared, the music 
end of its days. There are cracks in the corner the broom leans agairfst the ceased ..... No! the fire bursts 
it, here and there, that remind me of wall, looking a little weary, but con-, into more short quick flames before 
wrinkles in an old, old face. Beautiful, tented. , . , , Al_ , 
at times, and so is this cracked old' it's njce to sjt here like this so dying away altogether; another frag-
stove, tonight. The glow from its heart quiet It is quiet even' the ment of song from the dented copper 
is revealed in the wrinkles of its face, wind does scarcely more than sigh kettle, that sounds like a moan 
o n /-I f ^ v m P1 * » 1. rtl. li*. • I. .... n * • • • Z L •. All i! 11 'i. L . 1 _ _ _ . . 1 _ ' ___. i . I 11. . and faintly lights the room with a All still The house shivers 
feeble glow. Objects near the stove' a little, and creaks in its old joints . 
Darkness 
done. 
the serenade is 
® ® ® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® 
® ® S ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® !  
WHAT'S THIS? 
TO MY SON 
By Myrtle Archer 
Dear son, through twelve short on­
ward-hurrying years, 
Crammed full of books, of lessons, play 
and noise, 
Of mumps and measles, and of blocks 
and toys, 
With much of laughter, yet with many 
tears 
You've grown. And now amid vague 
anxious fears 
I look ahead. O that my eyes might 
see 
What lies beyond! That I might always 
be 
Your guide! And when the way of 
life appears 
Uncertain, filled with pitfalls, doubts 
and snares, 
You still might put your hand with 
trust in mine 
As when a little boy, and we could fine 
The way together through the forest 
gloom. 
But if, alone, he stumbles, God, be 
kind! , 
He's just my little boy grown big too 
soon. 
All radio ballyhoo, all salesmen, 
all advertising as we know it 
will shortly be a thing of the 
past? That's what the author 
of "What's to Become of the 
Salesman?" suggests on page 6, 
anyway. Read this humorous 
and at the same time thought­
ful discussion. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® S ®  < 
HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT $ 
amidst the ceaseless hubbub of 
this modern life with its cumu­
lative pressure of sights and 
sounds how nice it would be to 
"go native"? Read the amusing 
skit, "Civilization vs. Tropical 
Simplicity" and its answer, "In 
Defense of Civilization" on the 
next page. If you don't agree 
with either, read "Happiness— 
Then and Now" on the same 
page. 
® ;  
Protected by that fearless 
daunted spirit of 
The pioneer mother. 
and un-
by all these complex and mysterious 
forces, solemnly piled coins on the bot­
tom of an ancient wooden chair, count­
ing meanwhile to himself in a droning, 
sing-song voice, "One - two - three -
four - five. One - two - three - four 
- five." 
A little in front of Charlie stood C. 
B. Van Tassel, Senior, leaning indo­
lently on the counter and gazing 
dreamily out the window of his cage 
into the small expanse of lobby tnd 
through the glass door to the section 
of street beyond. He had no need to 
see more than this half portion to 
visualize the rest of the view. He knew 
and loved the three-block-long main 
street with its squatty buildings adorn­
ing both sides; the new, modern, and 
up-to-date board walk, that lifted the 
pedestrian above the animals of the 
street; the hitching racks already much 
be-carved and whitening from constant 
use and the variable Minnesota weath­
er; the deeply rutted street, which on 
one day might be as hard, as fine, and 
as dusty as sand, and the next an im­
passable ocean of mud. He also saw in 
his mind's eye the imposing hotel on 
the next corner just completed and said 
to have cost one hundred thousand 
dollars, though personally, he rather 
doubted the veracity of such a state­
ment. No man as smart as James J. 
Hill would sink that many good Ameri­
can dollars into a frontier town, even 
one with the unusual promise that 
Moorhead had. Mr. Van Tassel shrug­
ged himself awake, turned from his 
dreamy contemplation of Main Street, 
and began working on his books. All 
was quiet and as peaceful, as the little 
cemetery on the edge of town. Fc,. 
several minutes, the only sound in tfc 
bank was the scratching of a pen ; .. 
t h e  s o f t  m e t a l l i c  c l i n k  a s  C h a r l i e  m e ­
thodically stacked the small coins. 
Tiring of this and yet not daring to 
interrupt his father, Charlie went to 
the window looking out on a side street, 
and stood there staring out, with his 
chin resting on the broad window sill. 
Oh. he thought boredly, this is the 
stupidest morning I've ever spent here; 
nothing happens; no one to see except 
a few ladies sweep,ng the walk as they 
mince past. Just here his wandering 
gaze was attracted to a buggy which 
had drawn up as near the corner of 
the bank as possible, and from which a 
heavy-set man was descending, leav­
ing a second man holding in check the 
rather spirited horse. "The old cuss", 
he thought, exultantly using a forbid­
den word with relish. "Why does he 
have his danged horse nearly on the 
crossing? Some lady will have to al­
most step in the dirt." Then he pic­
tured a scene wherein a lady switched 
down the street, every ruffle bouncing, 
and by her side strode a tall, handsome 
hero, the exact duplicate of Charlie 
Van Tassel grown up, plus a lovely-
pair of sideburns. Arriving at the place 
where the offending and blockading 
horse stood, he steppd forward, grasped 
the bridle firmly and forced the horse 
back, giving the now worshipful lady 
a chance to pass in safety. 
Busy at the window with his thoughts 
ne did not hear the soft closing of the 
door, but was brought back sharply 
to the present by a coarse voice snap­
ping, "Hands up!" He turned in time 
to see his father slowly raise his hands 
above his head; to see the muzzle of 
a long, black pistol shoved through the 
wicket. Almost instinctively, he crouch­
ed down behind the protection of the 
counter and began a stooping glide to­
ward the back door which stood slightly 
g, I ajar. Enroute to the haven of the 
. alley his toe met with a roll of bills 
(• which had fallen or been brushed from 
. the desk as his father backed away 
at the command of the robber. Charles 
grabbed this up, hardly knowing that 
he had, and continued his wary way 
toward the door, freedom, and safety 
Upon gaining the threshold, he jerked 
j — 7 I open the door and fled down the allev. 
Bent by worry and dread she works. And now bent with her years she sits. ™ had traversed over half the block 
At blazing noontide At dusk and twilight, before his wits returned sufficiently to 
To fill the mouths, of her hungry Her work-worn hands placid and folded enable him to cry in a piercing ial-
children Upon her lap, her head grayed by the setto, "Robber! Robber!" 
touch of Time Back in the bank things were hap-
Upon her lips the smile of those who pening rapidly. Van Tassel had been 
find peace backed against the wall with his hands 
Through the pain and sorrow of a stl11 high in the air while the robber 
c r o w d e d  l i f e .  s w i f t l y  a n d  s y s t e m a t i c a l l y ,  g a t h e r e d  a l l  
Tall sons and fair daughters has she f available cash and neeo.iable paper 
reared for the nation. '"1o a 'c'ather bag. Then with a gruff 
Civilization and a home has she estab- m°vc- 'he bandit had 
lished in the forest. annearJl < ,l°°r' °pened "• and dis-peace— appeared into the street. A second late-
A soul's peace to suffer His will is her Anci at tlle close of day, her spirit pass- he was stepping in a leisurely !-i«V 
prayer, _ e_s on to the Infinite- into the waiting buggy and plLng the 
I Continued page , j 
The Pioneer Mother 
By Elianor Belle Sherman 
Sketch of Statue of Same Name 
by Marie Stark. 
JANUARY 
i? By Lucia Askegaard 
g) O perfect flower of the year of flowers. 
®®®®®®®®®®®® Still rose, a dazzling crystal bloom, 
I sharp white, 
That with its glistening radiance doth 
affright 
The easy lover of soft verdant bowers, 
What more needst thou to magnify thy 
powers? 
Immortal, passionless, and purely white, 
It drew from out the frosty eves, 
star-bright, 
The lifeless splendor of the midnight 
hours. 
No scent may link it with the sleeping 
earth 
Where warm spring fragrance will come 
woo young faces. 
The fainting passion of these milk-
white eves 
It never knows—a bruising scent it 
leaves 
Of darkly pregnant interstellar spaces 
Whence comes bleak science, symmet­
ry, to birth. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® @ ®  
Serene and clear-eyed she stands 
In early morning. 
Her babe cradled in loving arms 
With Madonna look upon her brow. , Xo ward off disease the thief of black 
In her eyes the joy of that immortal night, 
mother, In fields ceaselessly toiling, beginning 
Upon her lips the smile and glory of again 
eternal youth. The unc"ta!n task of 8ainin8 a liveli" . 1 hood, 
The infant wrapped in crudest of home- Endeavoring to forget the black new-
spun, made grave 
Crowing with glee in the joy of living, a child, praying to her God to gain 
®  
! ®  
®  
®  
®  
®  
- ®  
®  
;  ®  
®  
®  
I® 
! ® 
I9  ® 
8 ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
WHEN SINCLAIR LEWIS 
in "Main Street" wrote about the 
inhabitants of Sauk Center, Min­
nesota, he portrayed the typical 
person there as one entirely de­
void of culture. At the time 
Lewis was writing, there lived 
"A Modern Galahad" (see page 
5)—less than one hundred miles 
from Sauk Center. Which pic­
ture is truest to life? You are 
the judge. 
® 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® S ® ® ®  
The pioneer mother. The Pioneer Mother. 
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The Last Buffalo Of The Dakota PI ains S I D E  G L A N C E S  
A T  E D U C A T I O N  
By Hazel Deal 
"It has been weighed in the balance and 
found wanting", so say critics today of public 
education. And rightly may they criticize in a 
maze of low wages, heavy taxes, unemployment, 
industrial chaos, and business failures. 
Positions and incomes vanish into thin air, but 
expenditures and taxes become more real, more 
insistent. Mr. Individual finds himself in the po­
sition of the hungry cowboy whose worldly 
wealth consisted of fifteen cents and a desire for 
a red necktie. Like the cowboy, Mr. Average 
Man must put his limited resources where they 
count most, and there is little doubt that some 
few things are more fundamental to man's stay 
on this planet than education. Therefore, edu­
cation becomes his concern after being clothed By Florence Powell 
and fed. Illustrated by Elizabeth Wilder 
Each community must solve its own problems, My Father is fond of telling how he helped kill harness in the barn, he released his horse from 
knowing its own resources. No man can be ex- the last buffalo seen on the plains of South Da- the plough and urged her on to the untilled plain, 
pected to spend more l*13*1 h® c3n 3ff°rd even tor kota. Early in the spring of '84, the youngest The uncle, hurrying from the barn, needed 
education. A (ireful study of the situation to as- son of the Powell family was enjoying the beauty! but one glance to see the situation. If the lad 
certain just what can be afforded might be time 0f nature from the bare-back of old Nell, Topsy. could but change the course of the lone-rangeV, 
well spent. or whatever name best suited the gallant mare, he could be with him in the chase. Things of 
"Reduce expenses, cries the bewuderea cit- His specific job was to plow the ground for the psychological importance are at times difficult 
izen, and like a wild thing trapped, flays blindly garden on which a family depended so much, to explain, but all that we know is that the buf-
for deliverance, striking that thing nearest him Qujte fitting to the story, the day happened to falo did swerve and cut across directly in front of 
in his frenzy to extricate himself from a social ^ Qf t^e ^rst Spring; warm, quiet, and as tbe statue-like figure of the mother and her child, 
chaos that he fails to understand. It makes little some one with a poetic conscience might say. The pursuit was on. The horse, evidently 
difference that this thing is the one most closely tjle kind on which one might hear the grass grow, sensing the necessity of speed and the impending 
connected with his future well-being, the very Having returned to the field from the mid-day danger, did her best, even to a graceful stumble, 
weapon with which he must combat the alien mea^ perhaps the youth was communing with which sent her rider some distance beflfce her. 
forces that confront him. nature, gazing at the freshly turned soil; perhaps Before Dad could rise and mount the horse, his 
Therefore, to avoid hasty, wasteful and re- }ie was stealing a nap when the jolts were less uncle had grabbed the old relic of a gun, and 
grettable action the lay citizenry as well as the freqUent; or even better, he mighet have been was on his way. ..Ai• ir»r» nrnfoccinn chniilH a«nmp trip resnonsi- i -IT . 1 . . 1 . . , education professio  s ould assu e the respo se 
bility of careful investigation. 
The taxpayer has the right and duty to know 
building air-castles! At the end of a furrow, he The mother, knowing that she must get back to 
paused a moment to give the horse a much needed the house without the aid of her men, had turned 
rest. As he stood there, he waved to his mother, and was eager to reach her destination. 
into what coffers he hu re penn • who had come from the house and with her three- I do not know much about firearms, even mod-
dollar are flowing. Education takes a months-old baby iri her arms, was going to visit ern ones, but judging from antiques in general, 
!b V>€P P nC Improvements, crime and war co her sister Her path cut diagonally across the and it isn't Dad's fault that we haven't this gui 
open prairie, dipped down into the abrupt ravines, at home. I imagine that loading a flint-lock gun 
and lead to the farm home approximately one and is a slow and cumbersome task; and therefore, the 
one-half miles away. - marksman had to make the first shot count. There 
Suddenly there was heard a distant roll of could be no time for a second one. 
in for an allottment. 
Public improvements—a worthy case to be 
sure! But does the curtailing of the construction 
of a highway, the building of a bridge or the ° , • ' „ — . ..1 UUUUCU1JI UICIC 
Aegmrry wJchT^r^redonnrm Tr'yo'uS <hund- fut. the« "a? 3 d°ud ln the sky He did not 11111 the buffal° -tnght, in spec 
during any serious restriction of the education suddenly, it changed from its resemblance to tacular approved Wild-West Movie style, but he 
urosram" " Remember—those children will have ', c°ntln"°us roll of thunder to the separate thud made a success of the first attempt. Maiming the 
Son! on' We cI"t allTm b ck o« ch up f The boy looked up the road Be- animal, did not cause it to be "downed" in its gone on. We cant call tnem Dae* to eaten p f ^ there lay a level stretch of prairie that angrily-made tracks, and the chase continued 
dwindled until it looked like a mere white thread for nearly a mile, ending, however, in a grand 
soend one and a half dollars to control crime. ying in, . e b£ghf sunshine Still there was no | finale, the true hero of the day arriving as the 
Cmild more of that dollar and a half be used for •1PPr°ach>ng object visible. The hoof-beats per-, old charger made his final bow to Mother Earth, 
prevention in the form of education, rather than ®^edn™ ne^er' and then he realized that Personally, I believe that the rest of the 
for oenal institutions" , approach was being made from the opposite story is but a pleasant memory in my father's 
—— piphtpen thousand e on' turned. To his horror, he could mind and is not writable, ot eignteen cnousana K„flF«i„ 
gone on. ••• 
the stitches. And they are your children! 
For every two dollars spent on education we 
A survey made in 1928 
criminals taken into penal institutions that year 
indicates that proportionately, fewer college and 
high school people were taken in than those hav­
ing but the advantage of the elementary schools. . „ip7pr| an ,. BB> auu-y, i iuve to snow my rrienas 
Not conclusive to be sure, but at least indicative! civil War Shoutine a few L/t "k°ff l » L°unsberry s "History of North Dakota," in which 
War, too, comes in for his share, gorging him- and "mother" to hi onMp ^f buffalo"; a brief account of the event is given, plus his 
self on the money and manhood d f  the nation. A and mother to hls uncIe- who was renair.m? wife', ngj eV,ilu™'. 
period of horror lays just behind us—but we soon 
forget. Today we think and shudder—tomorrow 
we clamor with the multitude. 
So with all these things, to use the time-worn 
expression, "an ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure". Education is the only weapon 
with which we can defeat either crime or war. 
Even our best citizens haven't the proper attitude 
toward control of crime. We still respond to war 
psychology. There is a long way to go—the "Good 
Bark Knowledge'.' should be our transport. 
?raiXe towaerdbhkalmnthaprng ^ tHe prairie'I To. the Present day, Dad continues to be a 
The vounp hnv Hrnnn A tK t u- u connoisseur of buffalo skulls, Indian broad-axes, The young boy dropped the reins of his horse, and Indian relics in general To further sub-
W ftanttate his stpr I lo h T T f i d
i,  
7".*- " vw iii ui uic CVC1II 
e, p ring s and children s names, mine included. 
Civilization vs. Tropical Simplicity 
By Gordon G. Hanson 
"What wondrous strides have been made in 
our plane of living during the past few decades" u 
so often is heard, or words to that effect, in dis- j features, and acting on that theory, they have 
cussions at this time. True enough literally, but criticized it severely. Now is the time for all 
to what extent do these advancements function' good men to defend their mode of living against 
In Defense of Civilization 
By John C. Bridges 
The popular sport of modern essayists seems 
to be to assume that our civilization has no good 
for individual benefit in every day life? 
The inhabitant of the jungle "toils not, neither 
Even after some of these things have been rele- does he spin," compared to a citizen of any coun-
gated to the background, education still finds it- try normally civilized. His original shoes and --JB U „ u 
self under fire. Reduction and further reduction ;oeks were nature's birthday gift; he spends no the natives of that torrid continent work less 
that of the Africans, to which our radical pens 
would -have us return. 
Yes, I mean that they would have us return 
to this African style of life. If they argue that 
is the cry. And justly so! The State Superinten- hard earned dollars for shoes, corns, or athlete's 
dent of Schools of Missouri readily agrees to re 
duce the expenses of his department to the ex­
tent that other departments curtail their expenses. 
A fair proposition! Education people on the whole 
accept it as such. At this point the educators 
have a special concern—that of determining what 
are "fundamentals", and what are "nonessentials". 
The curriculum is in a state of flux, and no 
doubt changes will be made in the near future. 
The new problems to be faced will be a determin­
ing factor in selecting the "fundamentals". Nor 
foot. Neither does the barbarian worry about 
his capital invested in a manufacturing concern, 
nor unemployment because depleted markets ne­
cessitate the closing of a concern of which he 
might have been an employee. The remainder 
of his garb is mainly supplied by nature with the 
cooperation of a loving mate; the grass skirt or 
leopard skin is never out of style, eternally ac­
ceptable to the mores of his group, yet sufficient 
for all-weather-use. No sacrifice in the food bud-
live more happily, are they not suggesting that 
we leave our present habits? "Oh, no!" they 
respond, '.'We wouldn't advocate that the matter 
be carried to that extent." 
There is the situation in a nutshell. These 
enemies of progress find it easy enough to tell 
others that we should supplant the street car 
with the jungle path. One person envies the 
Africans thus: "They toil, not, neither do they 
spin." True enough, but neither do they rc.p a 
great harvest. To think of the black man as a 
•hluld tins pl.t. b.hi„d th. bolt- Ld the Jo.L's Whether ihen.wl,5ES iXuTSlfiS" 
cd doors of technical, ptnfe^ionol phraseolo^", w,„ r,i» iowe, clothing frill,, I. o, JStSSaSTflS! 
K srr « 4? £&£ sss^srA«r4!ss c Er -—•» *•— °< * 
of education will find them more vital, more nec- 1 the tropical clothing is provided for its wearer .. . . 
essary of solution. with little or no effort. — F°^ what has the negro to be happy about? 
1 No building and loan dividends flow into the Hlf llfetls sho,rt a"d beset with dangers; he dare 
cannibal's pocket, neither does he worry about venture alone into the forest for fear of an 
the payments on his "dwelling, which rivals the encoun'fr a parcb rhinocerous, or 
! king's except in size. We prate of baths, elec- some . f? . ? he wishes to cross a river, 
trie refrigerators, radios, fans, and sundry other '"j?. r"n nslc being siezed by a croco-
furnishings which add to our pleasure at the , has never acquired habits of thrift or 
home, omitting the constant plumbing repairs, el- I 1!?ess; l',ls has resulted in astonishing rav-
. - ... 1 _ * -irfnc at r o m inn onrl rltooortA 
SOUVENIR 
By Helen Kiland 
As a child I followed him always 
Ecs ta t i c  . . . .  ador ing  . . . .  
There were no sounds except the words 
He spoke to me. 
Oh, that I might give you the sky 
With the wind upon it; 
The husky cadence of its throat, 
The gray throat of the wind; 
Now high, naked, and singing: 
Its hair snarling through 
The intricate red rafters of morning; 
The sky as he saw it; 
Twilighgt like dusty fingerprints on flowers; 
ectricity bills, gas bills, etc.. whose periodic 
: monthly appearance grays the hair and spoils the 
! disposition. 
The splendid physique of the gigantic blacks 
gives mute evidence of the correct number of 
vitamins and greens consumed, yet, doubtless, del­
icacies. comparable to caviar in their minds, oc­
casionally delight their palates. Drought will les-
ages of fa ine and disease. 
Contrast his lot, if you will, with the Ameri­
can of today. Investigating closely, you will find 
that the worker of today is only relatively worse 
off, not actually—relatively in the sense that 
where his boss may drive a Cadillac he must 
crank a flivver, where John D. Rockefeller has 
several beautiful country homes, he must "strug­
gle along" with a lake cottage and an outboard sen their fresh fruit supply; meat is sometimes _ M m 
1 scarce; but no depression ever deprives them of motor in his rowboat. I will admit that he is 
Or night wanton and awake under lowered lids; f0Od, clothing, and the type of shelter to which subject to depression and unemployment, but 
The poplar trees tarnished silver ' they are accustomed. the Bible vividly describes suffering during the 
In the tracery of dawn. Among the thousands of ingenious devices famines of those times; they were much less de-
, - of more or less complicated nature common to sirable than our present depression. 
Bits of imagination couring ric ly or me ; civilized man, and calculated to serve as orna- But suppose we accepted at face value the 
Every commonplace thing. ment, necessity, and general instrument of aid, is; arguments of our critics. One by one the inven-
Apples drunk with self-indulgence on the ground; found the clock, disguised in every manner pos- tions would disappear as we retraced the progress 
And bacon frying out-of-doors s'ble to suit the eye and now the ear. In ac- of humanity. It would not be long until condi-
Where an unsubstantial, blue smoke puts daring cordance Jith }\s imPr°ved looks it has acquired j tions were such as in Cromwell's time. But we 
a new and sinister intelligence. At precisely the j can t remain here! In those times the concentra-
desired minute its irritating voice begins the daily tion of people into cities had just begun to cause 
rasping of the modern's raw nerves, which would j the slums—so we must keep up the backward 
have been restored in nature's exclusive manner march. As we pass the Romans in their de-
had the delicious slumber been continued. Fol- cadence, the Greeks busy sculpturing stone in 
lowing a hasty breakfast the suburbanite rushes' effigies of Venus de Milo, the Phoenecians, the 
_ , . , , r c • J J . t U „u ; f°r the office or factory, or the tiller of the soil Egyptians, and finally arrive at the Garden with 
Dark books—of far fields and pastures of high tQ ^js work, while the inhabitant of the Congo Adam and Eve, we hear the "great dissenters" of 
Sloom : is blissfully unaware of the msh and hubbub a history all crying "Civilization has progressed far 
Setting dim stars to probe the thickened dusk; few thousand miles awqy. The hurry and worry enough. Anything more advanced will wreak 
Gay books—some fairy talks with a breeze, of these days lengthens into years; the civilized destruction on humanity!" 
Of whom they whisper and of what they tease, ?ne .TaKes hLs c'ern'se:. he 'f a* rest; thanks to jn my opinion the industrial system is not 
Intimate like little children running hearts dlsease' ^dening of the arteries, or a doomed t0 the fate of Greece and R'ome It is if Intimate like itt e children running, collision with an automobile bumper. I the capitalistic scheme is to continue as at pres-
And a fire that dies, , T.o be or not to be puzzled the ancients; to ent but then, who beiieves that such wiff be 
Singing and the thought of seas and bleak for- do, what to da; or not to do perplexes the moderns. the case? xhe great fault of the italist 
gotten places; Can we learn anything from those far below us tem has not be€n in its theory> but £ itg * 
Not forgetting a clean, uninjurious pain inf0ni? ^pects and yet, in many, infinitely above cation. Without a doubt this application will be . . .  ,  (  x t a r c a  u s ?  N o t  u n t i l  t h e  p r o d u c t s  o f  o u r  a g e  o p e r a t e  1 C  . . .  .  f  .  And happiness in a line of verse- l for Qur and are nQt mere,y employJ wi]1 modified with socialism, thereby increasing the 
My father has shown me the way our existence boast superiority to those who live universal benefit. But an even more complicated 
And I go ... . unafraid .... in harmony with Nature. ' civilization will result. 
fingers 
On the sun's broad stomach. 
The dear winter nights and his stories 
A dventure  . . . .  de l i gh t  . . . .  
He could give you new pages of old books: 
H A P P I N E S S -
T H E N  A N D  N O W  
By Winnifred Gottenborg 
THEN: 
About a hundred years ago the then young 
Willistons were living in a comfortable log house 
near what is now the city of Columbus, Ohio. 
They, as well as their neighbors, had come from 
the east to this wilderness, out of which they were 
to carve for themselves, for their children, and 
foi their children's children, homes. 
They were quite the envy of their friends, for 
did they not own two teams of horses, a cow, a 
dozen or more chickens, a chest of tools, a plow, 
two wagons, a spinning wheel, homespun towels 
and bed-linen, a spool bed (bought ready made) 
six or eight iron cooking utensils, a goodly quan­
tity of wool cleaned and carded, and that which 
was indeed a pearl beyond price,—a spirit that 
could not be daunted? 
Each year saw the great forests withdraw 
farther into the wilderness; huge piles of black 
walnut logs were reduced to ashes, and smiling 
fields replaced the gloomy woods. 
Early to bed and early to rise. The days were 
all too short, and one season treads on the heels 
of another. The planting, harvesting, drying o' 
fruits and vegetables, curing of meats, making of 
candles, spinning, weaving, sewing, (by hand) 
grinding of wheat and corn and clearing land were 
onlyia few of the activities. An occasional Sun­
day gathering during the summer, and if weather 
permitted, an evening now and then during the 
winter, constituted their social life. 
Finally there came a day when the fire-place 
was sealed up, and the great oven out in the 
yard, which was built of home made bricks, was 
abandoned. On one occasion, a neighborhood 
holiday was declared to try out a new-fangled 
contraption the father had brought home that was 
said to sew by means of a thread and a belt at­
tached to a wheel. An occasional newspaper, a 
letter, a bright card and what was then rare, a 
book, were placed among the family treasures 
after innumerable readings. 
Life was simple and monotonous, you say? 
Simple perhaps, but not monotonous. Their joys 
v/ere those which are reflections of the inward 
glow that arises from the inmost heart of a work­
er. Is not life, labor? Their lives were whole­
some and satisfying; unclouded by questions of 
taxes, mortgages, a new car, a radio, or how to 
meet the next installment on new furniture. 
Each year brought them nearer that square 
frame house they were to have when the lumber 
was cut and seasoned. - They might even perhaps 
have store carpets on the best parlour floor. They 
were not beset by doubt and fear, for all doubts 
were quickly ended by action. Hopes and desires 
were realized each in its turn, and they were 
content t 
NOW: 
The great grandchildren of the Willistons live 
in a fifty-dollar-a-month apartment and wonder 
each in on lb how in the world they are going to -
pay the rent. They have a peach and green 
bathroom with various kinds of towels, soaps, 
brushes, and almost enough toilet articles to open 
a drug store. They have a hundred and twenty-
dollar radio, an electric refrigerator and stove, an 
upholstered parlour suite, a walnut dining room 
set (veneer) and of bed linen, table linen, lunch 
cloths, doilies, etc., no end; such small items are 
purchased by the dozen. A chest of sterling 
silver, fine china and complete ^ets of glassware 
are counted as among the decent necessities. 
Late to bed, and late to rise; the days are all 
too short, and one season follows another so rap­
idly that it is impossible to keep up with the bills 
for each season's wardrobe. TheFe is little cook­
ing done in the home. Mrs. Williston is too 
busy. She is chairman of numerous committees, 
her bridge clubs meet two mornings, three after­
noons, and four evenings a week. She must at­
tend this and that society, and by way of recrea­
tion she allows herself two evenings a week for 
the movies. During the summer she must play 
golf frequently at the Country Club. 
Nor is she without her dreams, for next year 
she hopes to have a larger apartment, a new car, 
a new parlour suite, and perhaps a trip. She 
would entertain more extensively and more elab­
orately, for as yet she feels they are without the * 
pale of the local "Four Hundred"; one may as 
well be dead as fail to be classed with the socially 
elect. There is no limit to the reading material 
that comes to them; much of it remains unopened 
and is soon thrown into the basket. Too busy. 
Never quiet, never content, never satisfied, it 
seems impossible to keep up with the neighbors; 
the goal is never reached; the bills mount higher 
and higher; the butcher, the baker, the candle­
stick maker begin to look askance" at them, and 
the years bring only disappointment and greater 
anxieties. 
"Happiness," Webster tells us, "is the state or 
quality of blessedness of good fortune, of felici-
tousness." 
Happiness may be acquired by vastly different 
ways and means, but the final result must ever 
remain the same. And I believe that until we 
come to some realization of those things that are 
more excellent, our great grandparents may con­
tinue to smile at us through the mists of eternity. 
TO THE LADY OF THE LAVALLIERE 
By Elizabeth Wilder 
Fair lady, will you always be young? 
Will you never tire sitting? 
Will you never stop hoping 
As you sit under that tree that never grows old? 
Fair lady, will your beauty never fade? 
Will your face never show wrinkling? 
Will you always be so gracefully charminng 
As you sit under that tree that never grows old? 
Fair lady, for what are you waiting? 
Why have you kept your silence so long? 
Is your story without ending 
As you sit under that tree that never grows old? _ 
Fair lady, does time seem long in passing? 
Are you a melodist forever singing? 
Are your songs of joyous loving 
As you sit under chat tree that never grows old? 
i  air lady, you will never cease your hopeful 
waiting. 
You will never cease your singing. 
You will always keep your beauty. 
?ou will always keep your silence 
And we will never Hear your story 
For you will always be the Lady Fair 
On my antique lavalliere. 
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NORTHERN C OURAGE A Boy's First Night In An Indian Camp 
By Willie Bengston 
Editor's Note: , , ., 
The following story is based for the 
most part on a newspaper clipping of an 
actual occurence. Although the Minne­
apolis Tribune carried a feature story of 
the event in the April 9 issue, the story 
presented here has been in the files 
Sigma Tau Delta for two months. 
The bluish dusk was settling down on the 
white barren wastes of the Northland as Ser-
. , Spencer of the Northwest Mounted leveled 
hi plainer a landing on the South shore of 
Great Slave Lake. It was just light enough foi 
him in see the dark outlines of the trading P°st 
which was situated on a small bluff °v^oo]^ 
an endless expanse of white to the North. The 
Sergeant landed the plane safely, and with the 
help of his mechanic, Jim Roland it was. c°vered 
with a large canvas to keep out the piercing chilL 
When this task was finished, die me" sF".te °j 
foot for the small group of bui^ngswhichloomed 
LIP against the western twilight As they Plod 
ded along, the snow shrieked and crunched unde 
their boots. Their furry coats and parkas made 
them look like a pair of Eskimos. 
Sergeant Spencer was living up to the old 
Code of the Mounted. He was coming to get hu­
man" Two months previous, an Indian named 
J icq lies had stolen a valuable shipment of furs 
and had all but knifed todeath Ae ^'^£2 
.who was carrying the shipment. For six lona 
weeks Spencer dogged the trail of the cunning 
thief Then he received word that an Indian, 
answering the description, had turned in the furs 
to a dealer in this village. It would take days to 
get there by dog-team; so he decided to take tne 
airplane in spite of the danger. build-
The men made their way to a d1™'?-'11 build 
ine which proved to be the village stor- As tne 
Proprietor las alone at this hour they engaged 
him in conversation and learned that tne Indian 
had moved into a cabin on the west end of the 
village. Congratulating themselves on securing 
this information, the men lost no time in locat1"® 
the place. They trudged up to the door and 
rapped. After a silence of a quarter of a mmut , 
footsteps were heard inside ^ door 
A MODERN G A LA HA D  
By Ray Mogenson 
Because he was born on March 13, 1840, it is 
hard to tell whether a peaceful, spring sunshine 
first greeted him, or if it was a blustering winter 
| wind. Meterology proves that on the island of 
Langland, Denmark, either would have been pos­
sible. So, also, his children declare they can 
prove either season may have reigned. For they 
like to tell of his love for beauty, his gentleness, 
his kindness, all that is symbolic of spring. Then 
again, something will remind them of incidents 
when spring was not in his heart They tell how 
his fiery temper, his quick unpremeditated de­
cisions, his blustering moods symbolized winter. 
I cannot tell, for I only recall an old man with 
flowing white beard, sitting day after day in his 
wheel chair. But since he passed away in Oc­
tober, 1925, all I can learn about the old gentle­
man is what others like to tell and what I can 
gather by studying an old enlarged portrait of him. 
The picture reveals a young man in a Danish 
uniform. He had kind blue eyes, heavy waving 
hair, a large well shaped nose, broad straight 
shoulders, and a firm mouth and chin. To me 
he is a modern Sir Galahad, and surely to any 
shrewd judge of portraits, a true soldier. 
Indeed, if he was born a lover of finer arts, 
this could not predominate in such a life as fate 
had chosen for him. At the age of fourteen years 
he was confirmed, and automatically became de­
pendent upon himself. According to his father's 
principles, sons were well able to care for them­
selves at that age. 
At the age of 22 he served in the war between 
Germany and Denmark. When this was over, like 
thousands of others he answered to the call of 
the new world, leaving his sweetheart behind to 
follow,* once he had established himself. Since 
their life at this time was so nearly like that of 
many other pioneers, however, let it suffice to By Lawrence R. Finch . in iljr uniti uutcio nunc vci j ic n o u c iu
Illustrated by S. Robert Stinson say ^bat 1870 found them traveling by covered 
i tin. lot» enrinc of 1927 mv father started on sumed their bombasting. The crowd egan wagon to a homestead in Brown County, Min-
. " L ,'i west coast. I accompanied him as hum and then chant; some sang white ma"> nesota, where they were to endure the hardships 
P antral'Montana where I was to remain yelled and hooted. All this noise didn of Indian uprisings, crude implements, destruction r as central Montana, wnere y , f , , vitallty. They bent , . f *®. K 
 t  r _ _  .  e u u w u i "  — -  C M - " - ,  i  I t :  s u l c i , i i c t c  n t v t r i c  u c u u i c  u i c  n i  u o n o  
? v Jc ppntr il •Monta , s , 
' ili n r ircher friend until his return. On July to provide an outlet for their vitality. T ey (:f crops by grasshoppers and by hailstorms, and 
^ted of thaf ime "ear we abandoned our camp them backs and stompedthe earth until doudsof | the d^)th yfBthree children. 
banfTKlf su^-and" bewilderment 
spread over the dark, dirty face of the Mian. 
As Sergeant Spencer drew aside his coat, display 
ing his badge and scarlet tunic, the expression 
changed to disgust and rage 
• "Take it easy, you're under arrest . came the 
crisp command from Spencer. The fugitive 
shrank back, his dark, shifty eyes searching for 
a means of escape. 
, . , f  . -amp v u uumicu s,-. — r, .  c o   o b eat of t
to go to town for "the annual celebration. We dust rose from their feet in such lj^e jjusts tha Then came a turn for the better. The next 
iapKtu. - - « i b&aun stoDoed shortly after dark at an Indian camp the fire at times was hi en " some fourteen years was a gradual climb toward sue-
t t . As the  g which was located just outside the town. Whilej So this was an spell-bound my cessful farming. Discouraged and poverty strick-
to open, the Sergeant flU"f in'his right we'partook of our evening meal, I could see by time I looked on J^^a|LLfore me^'VinaTly 'n pioneers became prosperous farmers, 
ni-s prisoner, with a meaningful CoU m his r g^ ^ ^ [he camp many laboring squaws, eyes glued to Merrily tired and I was Seven children, one son and six daughters. 
rsittTJst I tttszsrxsx* - •h"p }&aus rssua Sr-si » 
„ „ blows that left my ea s g g• , M affections for this episode were waning. ;eft behind him hard work, and anything that to 
"Lis Of esca^ bo°m' then Boom! boom, boom-a pause, boom, boom, boom • some would seem ugly, but took with him all the 
°i Lp hi knife Jim" barked the officer other pause, boom, boom, o , Question the bass tom-tom dominated the din. I was tired; beauty he had collected. This consisted of rare 
h^Quick^ye caught 'thelo'rnered man's move lowed in pain. ^ deep ^ °ut of ^que^on. thejiass to ^ ^ ^  boom, boom. stay, flowed, shrubs and trees. He left the sturdy old 
as his qu } Deprived of his only means After pulling on my trous t a . wake, the tom-tom seemed to say. I felt as cottonwoods and ivy. Perhaps he thought thi 
of defense the prisoner became submissive and tured outstee. Ifounda ^ alternately, hough I wanted to yell, to scream. Boom, boom would continue to grow even though neglecti 
of defens » hnnrlcuffs to be snapped on his Indian men who struck All were nainted boom. I plugged my ears with my fingers, but Such a home as he built! What a contrast t > 
permitted ^ ,.lepped ciose he noticed a A crowd was J®? others resembled the they became tired and stiff, and upon removing lbe rough old log cabin of pioneer days, with 
We livid seal on the left cheek of the Indian. , up; some lo^ed Shast y, - T found the noise was louder than ever. The modern equipment and comfortable furniture 
long, livid scar on me tefore, He tried American flapper of that year, bocm, tnreemo belched boom, boom. boom. My head was not granci. but artistic lines were found i 
i LLdl "but eould not plal iff The prisoner's men came with smaller tom-toms. They squatted fern torn oe^ ^ ^ i every porch, roof, and window The pansies, rot 
hod chaneed He was eying the Ser- by the bass drum ceremonies aD- back' I bit my tongue; I cursed myself for being ,and hedges seemed to blossom profusely to tell 
eeantlinderhis^ong^black hatr and lashes A Soon Jhe^^tes^cde™^S % such a fool. I was" going to yell; I was going to hjm they iiked hii new home. 
faint look of recognition flitted across his face, peare , 1 j ,ouidn't understand. His stream; I was going to run out and stop it a Then just ten years later when everything 
then the Indian resolved himself into a mood of totted >LAwfr as^hftolked. When his voice My head ached; my ears rang; I was going to was hn;shed, his wife ^fessed away. Frail, pa-
leserveand utter silence. „ J , , Vp^JafZugh surefeitwould crack and break, scream; I was going - - - - I was going - - he ^ ever self.sacrificing. she had a way of al-
"Well let's go down to the Corporals and lock sf^m \ su His words were drowned out noise was moving into the distance. I was going wavs going to some new task as soon as the old 
•his bird up till morning," rasped Spencer, as ere c _ fnm.inmQ ns thev re- to sleep. ^ Spencer as mere came a^m ^ a  t y re- to sleep. 
he grabbed his man and led him out of the cabin. b> a tun swing 
When the prisoner was safely put away, the ber • • . I 1- t • V. c rfnro O n H Q71P IT >v nen me n^"ci \— j geant and Jim went back to the store and speni 
lllC\Vhen daylight came, preparations were made 
for the return flight to Mackenzie police head­
quarters. Jim looked over the plane, while 
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was finished. Now that all her tasks were fin­
ished, she went away, leaving the results of her 
work for others to enjoy. Now that he was left 
alone, he could not spend all his time on his 
flowers, and ao his mind turned to books and 
I iicvv It was surprising to ear 
1UM - , of what was once probably the glossy, wen-pamt- ,s-f-, -- "v-' ...ni]t d but_L» he selections he chose. They were not a soldier's 
jpencer made his prisoner ready. i ed door of a proud townhouse seemed to boom '-^ bad § (he refusal of his last favorite marches^neither were they a woodsman's 
"Better stick around a while. Looks like it = through the huge halls behind it. narry, / , . f tb banker's of- crude jokes. They were selections from Bach 
gonna be. blizzard." suggested an old ^urdough, thrAffer a waiteof perhap, a minute, I had my hopeand trudged out^rfihe banker sot BeJethoven> carefuUy by (he aid of 
who had come down to watch the takeoff. The knuckies poised for another rap when the door . ce befor. p » frQm bad to worse at grandchildren educated in American conserva-
nien had been so busy that they had not noticed swung open with a "bang. . My somewhat startled Things ha g g delinquent; fields? ories. His book shelves were not lined with 
that the sky was overcast. A slight wind was al- beheld an uncomfortably buxom landlady his far . down». and SDring work far be- i daring adventures of early settlers, but in their 
ready moaning about the airplane. . styanding in the dark gap of the doorway, hands on w-dyand run down ^nd^nngwork, ^ ^ couk, h poetry. biographies of great 
"Let's hurry and get out of here, yelled Jim. broad hipSi giaring at me. Lndition the sixty-year-old farmer slaved from Americans, and modern psychology, 
as he gave the propeller a twist. ,If„wa get caught "Well?" It came as a rumble of a distant Ci°n .itl.°L:i cL trwincr tn pet back I For ten vears he lived alone witl 
ui T blizzard, fi'lfbe just too bad." The thund-
cring explosions of the motor broke the mornin-, 
air, and the plane rose, leaving a shower of snow 
in its wake. ... 
Before they had flown an hour, a raging bliz­
zard had set in. The air was so choked with 
snow that Spencer could not see the ground al _ _  i  1 . .  „ « V > n  i n c f r i  i m o n  t  Q  1 1 1  
" ell?" It ca e as a ru ble ot a a™" L',!L"until"far 'in'to the night y g o g y h his books, 
storm from the tight-lipped mouth Damp trying" to economize by get- music, and flowers. Then came the radio, bring-
wy Ungh along without hired Lip, but caring for a ing with it the choicest music and literature to 
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L..UL —- —- --- .' a i in her whole general appearance. She naa worn 6-- recedfeg from his view. The slouched 
11. He was forced to rely on the instruments n a ]oud checked gingham apron very dirty, ovei hfure receding g nder, the ragged overall, and 
he plane to guide him. This went all-right u a dress of, I suppose, similar material.^ H^ j- sIovenly characteristics of Harry's Lile iciie w F, — . 
the motor started to miss and sputter. 
"What do you s'pose is wrong, Jim. 
"Sounds like we're out of gas." , „ , 
"Guess we'll have to land," was Spencer s final 
reply as the motor died completely. The wind 
 r    rnUar ri  . »er mas- — ^ov^ 'ar rsti £ '
sive shoulders had h.led the diess to p dress escaDed the banker's notice. Long ago peo-
of departure Her feet I believe,^were to overlook these outward ap-
those good oldfashioned high button shoes, P f tbey were far outshone by the con-
down at the outside. Her hands, doub ed nto ^ J^LVper^onality. Neither did the bank-
fists on her hips. Vere rough and damply p nk genial tar P y ^ ^  man walke( fists Qn her hips, r  r   l  that this d 
rabidwTar^wa'r The 1 h„ad obvi°US'y d-turbed her at her weekly was Se helpless craft sank rapidly earthward. The 
Sergeant held the plane on a long, flat glide, 
trusting to luck that they would hit an open 
SPaCAU right, get ready," yelled Spencer as the 
altimeter registered almost zero. Crash. Ine le 
wing had hooked a tree. What a few seconds 
before had been an airplane was a hopeless pile 
of junk. Jim and Spencer lay pinned beneath a 
tangle of broken framework and torn fabric. 
The Indian had been thrown clear, and was 
lying in a snowdrift some fifty feet away. After 
lying still for a few minutes, he began to shake 
4,is head and roll about. He raised up on his 
elbow and gazed blankly around. As his eyes fell 
upon the wreckage and the two men pinned un­
derneath, his senses came back completely. He 
attempted to rise, but was unable to stand on his 
right leg. The ankle had been broken and was 
already swelling to an enormous size. With the 
courage and determination of a true Indian he 
managed to crawl over to the wrecked plane. 
ex pay ancuuuu iw 
straighgt ahead, looking neither to left nor right, 
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time praying that he dldn t; thunder- The genial but hard-headed business man was 
My prayers were answered With a visibly moved with emotion as he turned from the 
ing, furious "No! the door skunmed tc^ the ru,h y Hp couldn>t conceal the thou ht that 
of wind flinging my loosely held cap ou. of my, ^ ^  chuming m bis mind As he chewed 
somewhat nervous clasp. ^js cigarj he told me the life history of this ap-
le saw that the men were helpless. Ah! they .... 
fouldn't get him after all. He. Jacques, would lem for the crippled Indian! 
el away this time. His undaunted spirit kept 
out to him. As he gazed at the Sergeant's face, parently unsuccessful man. 
he became more and more convinced that it was "Harry's parents, he slowly began, were 
the same man .After a few moments meditation, stalwart Christian pioneers. Early in life he was 
he decided what to do. Shaking the officer taught to believe and practise the teachings of 
gently, he was rewarded with a fluttering of that the Nazarene. His young life was marked with 
worthy's eyelids. An expression of extreme pain unselfish service to the home, Church and com-
spread over Spencer's face as he pointed to his munity—even to such an extent that he neglected 
legs. Jacques at once began to clear away the himself and his dress. Why, he even forgot to 
debris that covered the men. This proved to be comb his hair—until he fell in love—then she 
extremely difficult as he could stand on only one took charge of that. I remember that, at one 
leg. After crawling and tugging around for some time, he was superintendent of the Sunday 
time, he managed to extricate the ill-fated men. School, president of the school board, and a di- Qn October 3, 1925, they laid him to rest beside 
He discovered that both officer's legs were broken rector in three cooperative institutions. The 
The mechanic was still unconscious. What a prob- townspeople considered his services indispensable, his wite. tie passed away witn . mile on 
iP™ fV,,. (hp rrinnted Indian! H s work in the community stands out as a great hps. No one knows just why he WES glad to go. 
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those who sought it. He immediately became in­
terested in this new discovery. His eyes were 
weak. It would be a fine way to gain more 
knowledge. But the old man did not know that 
voices were raised when they spoke to him, and 
that he could not enjoy a radio. Because his 
children and grandchildren wished to avoid this 
disappointment they persuaded him not to pur­
chase one. 
His health gradually failed him, and soon gan­
grene developed in his foot. The next year suc­
cessful doctors skillfully amputated his leg. From 
that day his time was spent in a wheel chair. For 
a time he seemed weak and very old. Then the 
old soldier spirit returned. He wished to live 
alone in his house again. The old fiery temper 
and sarcasm returned when anxious daughters 
begged him to come to their home. Wasn't he an 
old soldier, a pioneer? 
For five years he was apparently happy. He 
was out on the porch in the early morning sun­
shine, caring for h s flower beds, and even going 
for long rides with a grandson in an automobile. 
Then suddenly his vigor and vitality left him. 
The victrola was stored away, and in its place 
stood a davenport. Gratefully, he allowed others 
tc serve him. He asked them to read his fav­
orite poems and sing the songs he loved so well. 
 i   till i . t   t l  i  i  i  i i l . , . 
a or t e c ppl  ' li was
... . His undaunted spirit kept him going, however, tribute to his memory" the banker thoughtiuUv perhaps it was thoughts of his granddaughters 
Hi^lace twisted into a leer, as he beheld the and soon he had the helpless men tucked com- added. "But now, when his business is suffering, _ 1 > 1 1— 1 u 
• 1 . ..c ,l„ Cnv/iaint Vk« 1 • oc V»t» fnpfoKlv awav in a hiirrow which he held SCOOPGd from tl 
ie f ro n n i i l n a aa u DUI «(.«, •"=•  ^ or it m bave be£n because he knew his 
,dee and red tunic of the Sergea t, but as he ortably y i   bu  i   a  scoope   the neglect, when he is m trouble and needs] ^ 
,adge an officer his expres- out in a snowdrift. He set up a shelter fi;om our help, we have to turn him down—we cant 
" Jlned Hni memory earned him back the broken pieces of the plane and the large can- help him. His voice was husky and trembling The weeping birches w h th r green lace 
Lnv winters'to a time when he had been fishing vas which he found in one of the cockpits. A when he climaxed the conversation. He paused dresscs stiu grow where Le plr.c fethem in front 
n thp ire near his home He had broken through pair of heavy blankets also rewarded his search ? moment in silent reverence, then he added, Qr r-s >louse The sturdy old cot onwoods slill 
wuh "*help ?c£sJ?.x.r,he "Sis a&&&&*•» <•» 
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THE OLD FOLKS AT HOME 
By Evelyn 
Most states remind us of a single per­
son: California of a somewhat over-
bedecked Senorita, her mantilla scarce­
ly hiding a diamond-studded, tortoise-
shell comb; Louisiana, a sloe-eyed 
brunette, beautifully dressed, but with 
inherently more aristocracy than her 
cousin California; Utah and Wyoming, 
of men with lined faces, hardworking, 
but not entirely devoid of imagination. 
Dorothy Canfield has portrayed the 
personified spirits of several others for 
us in her essay, "Vermont, Our Poor 
Little Rich State." 
Minnesota, however, is distinctly two 
people—a stout, or even fat German-
Scandinavian farmer and his buxom, 
middle-aged wife. They have seen 
hardships in plenty, but their sturdy 
constitutions merely thrived under rig­
orous, backwoods conditions, and now 
in late middle-life, they sit on theu-
back door-step, enjoying not only the 
literal setting sun, but also the quite 
early evening of life. They do not 
fear the dark—not they! They tackled 
a big job, and now, although a little 
tired, are resting, feeling that delicious 
ache in the muscles which rnrnes from 
respectable labour, unsfiamefacedly and 
thoroughly done. 
They yawn a little, only half bother­
ing to conceal the yawns, and talk 
plain, unsophisticated, married-people 
talk. A good crop, this to be repaired, 
an investment to make, something to 
be done for the younger children o: 
their own large family or for some of 
the nearly-grown grandchildren. 
They glance at North Dakota, a sort 
of distant family connection, trying to 
act citified, and trying also to hide his 
rusticity under a badly fitting coat of 
McGrann 
sleight-of-hand politics. They smile, 
both smugly and pityingly. For their 
part, they had been contept, generally, 
to avoid trying to be what they plainly 
were not, and perhaps that is the very 
reason they can sit here watching the 
sunset in mid-season while their poor-
relation is rushing around doing chores 
by twilight, in a slip-shod way. 
The chuckle a little at their two old­
est children, St. Paul, a son, and Minne­
apolis, a daughter, who are endeavor­
ing to forget their rural bringing up 
in business careers. Oh, well; some 
one has to look after family affairs, and 
these two seem to be doing it with 
somewhat of a flourish. No need for 
the whole family to stick to the farm. 
Enough of the younger children and 
most of the grandchildren are tilling 
the soil and raising cattle to supply 
meals for those who are in business or 
in the mines or in the woods. 
They are silent for a litle while. The 
fat farmer cracks a joke, not too nice, 
and sticks his tongue in his cheek and 
grins. His wife murmurs, "Shame", 
not because she has heard what he 
said, but because the tone of his voice 
warns her that he is trying' to be 
roguish. She is preoccupied with plans 
for tomorrow and even next week. 
They resume their homely talk in a 
desultory fashion. The sun is almost 
out of sight. Now it is gone. After 
a moment they both rise. Even in sum­
mer the evenings are a bit chill after 
sunset. One look around. Comfortable 
sounds from the barns and chicken -
coop. They go into the house and 
pause a moment where the broad farm­
er, with puffs and grunts, takes off his 
shoes before they go upstairs to bed. 
M y  T r e a s u r e  H o u s e  
By Wilson Dokken 
It was the gift of the Magi that I 
should find it. The dirty windows, all 
frosted except for the place where I 
was looking, would invite no one. That 
which had caught my eye was a leer­
ing mask, a staring eye in a mahogany 
face. It held me. It would hold any 
boy of fifteen. I looked again. Brave­
ly I opened the door of the store. A 
little man with a dark skull cap. read­
ing a large book, was huddled near 
the stove. He slowly arose and slowly 
I backed out. Once outside I hurried 
down the street. That was my first 
venture into the store of "Abe Iben-
stein, Dealer in Furniture and An-
tiues." 
As a college freshman I became a 
collector of old coins. One day while 
passing down the street I stopped to 
look into that ever fascinating window. 
Amid tools, razors, and binoculars was 
a tray of old coins. Again I saw -an 
excuse to enter. With a business air 
I walked into the store. "I am interest­
ed in old coins," I began. "I see you 
have a few in the window. I would like 
to look at that old French coin, dated 
1771." 
"They are not for sale—none," was 
the short reply. I left again without 
achieving anything. My second entry 
into the "Treasury House of Furniture 
and Antiques," as the new sign over 
the door now proclaimed, had been as 
fruitless as the first. 
It was a year later when next I 
passed the old store. With the eager­
ness as of former days, I looked at 
that same array of objects. Nothing 
had been changed. Now, I know it 
never will. The leering mask was still 
hanging where only a careful observ­
er could see it through the window. 
The binoculars, razors, and tools look­
ed as dusty and as useless as they al­
ways had. Again I decided to enter the 
store. As I came in, the litle skull-
capped proprietor came toward me. As 
he came into the light I noticed an 
appealing, quiet look in his eyes. 
"That mask there," I pointed. "Is that 
a mask of Othello?" I believe I blush­
ed. I know I was ashamed of the 
question. 
His eyes brightened. "Yes," that is 
Othello he said. "You like that?" 
"Yes," I was about to reply. 
"It is not for sale," was the quick 
reply. "But I have a statue of Hamlet 
—you will like that—yes?" I still 
doubt that it is Hamlet. But I bought 
the chipped plaster figure for fifty 
cents. 
Abe Ibenstein and I are friends. 1 
am proud of the fact. I doubt if Abe 
ever thinks of it. Through Shakes­
peare we have found much in common. 
"A Jew is like Othello—boy," he 
begins. 
"How is that, Abe?" I reply. 
Then he begins his slow logical plan­
ning of how he will explain it to me. 
I take out my pipe. Knowingly I hand 
my tobacco can to him and settle my­
self more comfortable. 
"Boy, see here," he says the next 
time I come in. One hand is holding 
a well worn Encyclopedia and the other 
has a curious vase. He lays them both 
down on the table. He takes up the 
vase and points to some faint marking 
on the bottom. 
"It is a stamp," I say. 
He thumbs through the Encyclopedia. 
He places a thumb down on the page 
and looks up at me. I bend over his 
shoulder. I see a stamp similar to the 
one on the vase. Excitedly I read. 
"Stamp of Lock Rock Pottery,—early 
American." 
"You like that so much I will give 
it to you," he said later that evening. 
"I do not like vases so much as stat­
ues anyway." 
I love my "Treasure House of Furni­
ture and Antiques. I do love the mask 
of Othello. I even love the picture of 
the Ambassador with the broad ribbon 
across his front, that I bought the last 
time I was in his store. But most of 
all I love that little skull-capped, ap­
pealing-eyed little proprietor. , 
JUST TO A "T" 
(Continued from Page Three) 
clear on my memory. It was an ad­
venture to coax that erratic engine 
into life. To those unskilled in motor 
lore the starting of a "T" in zero 
weather would prove an enigma, some­
times also to one intimately acquainted 
with its cold weather eccentricities. It 
was evet necessary to crank by hand, 
or secure the aid of old Dobbin to pull 
it over the drifts until, at last ashamed 
of playing second fiddle to a quadruped, 
it would suddenly awaken and rush 
forward in a desperate attempt to 
squelch its benefactor. If the horse's 
aid were not enlisted, it was necessary 
to jack up a rear wheel and let it run 
at random for, under no circumstances, 
would it consider going unless one or 
more wheels was already in motion, an 
idiosyncrasy whose cause I was never 
able to conjecture. Once started at 
this season it was a small matter to 
arrive at destinations within reasonable 
distances, provided one had acquired 
the knack of managing the controls 
with one hand, and using the other, at 
the same time, to set the carburetor in 
accordance with the "innards" vacil­
lating whims. 
A toast to the cherished memory of 
this early innovation in modern trans­
portation! 
INDIAN COURAGE 
(Continued from Page 5) 
The mechanic was still unconscious. 
What a problem for the crippled Indian! 
His undaunted spirit kept him go­
ing, however, and soon he had the 
helpless men tucked comfortably away 
in a burrow which he had scooped out 
in a snowdrift. He set up a shelter 
from the broken pieces of the plane 
and the large canvas which he found 
in one of the cockpits. A pair o 
heavy blankets also rewarded his 
search. With the help of these he 
knew that the men would be safe from 
the cold for many hours. 
Then he set out in search of firewood. 
He had not gone far before he dis­
covered that a large lake lay a short 
distance to the North. An idea struck 
him. There might be fishermen out 
there in spite of the storm. At any 
rate he would go out to see. He pro­
cured a long stick, which he used as 
a crutch part of the time. When his 
leg became too tired, he was forced" to 
crawl through the snow, which was 
over a foot deep. Just as he emerged 
upon the edge of the lake, a dog-mush-
er's curses drifted to his keen ears. 
Yelling violently, he tried to make his 
presence known, but the sounds of the 
dog-team died away in the distance. 
The half-crazed Indian crawled frantic­
ally in the direction that the sounds 
came from, and was rewarded by find­
ing the tracks of the passing sled. Fol­
lowing these was no easy task, because 
they were soon obliterated by the fall­
ing snow. 
An Indian's trailing ability is keen, 
however, and Jacques managed to stay 
in the track. After crawling for what 
seemed days, the valiant hero found 
himself on the doorstep of a trapper's 
cabin. His feeble cry brought two 
husky woodsmen to his assistance. He 
was carried inside and laid on the 
floor near the stove. It was found that 
both his legs were frozen from the 
knees down. He had enough strength 
left to give an incoherent account of 
the crash; then he lapsed into peaceful 
slumber. Jacques had repaid the 
Mountie, yes, paid with his life. He 
could now go where all brave warriors 
go—to the happy hunting grounds. 
Thus We R emember 
By Helen Kiland 
Illustrated by Verna Ittner 
Martin stood at a dark window, staring at a brick wall but seeing instead 
quiet fields, hearing the morning meadow larks, and the clean wind soughing 
in clean trees. He was living in a monstrous city where day and night are 
beaten and racked by the ceaseless clangor and thunder and screechings of 
hell. He could scent sweet clover and new-turned earth; and sometimes he 
would even catch himself whispering: "God! Oh, my dear God!" 
They moved to a farm. Jane had always lived in a city, and when the 
hot winds began to sigh their monotonous song in the maple grove and the 
windmill croaked in the barnyard like a querulous, maundering old man, she 
used to stand at the window, listening to the terrible ticking of the clock, watch­
ing the white dust rise and fall and sift down the deserted road. Once when 
the wind lulled for an instant, he heard her whispering: "God! Oh, my dear God.' 
He lighted his pipe and threw the match into the wood box. "What are 
you mumbling about?" he said. 
What  Is  To Become Of  The Salesman? 
By Myrtle Archer 
What is to become of the salesman? 
I wonder! If he is really on his way, 
I wish him "Bon voyage!" with all my 
heart. I should even be happy to help 
him pack his bags, make reservations, 
and buy his ticket to parts unknown, 
the farther away the better; and there 
is not one of my housewife friends 
but would be glad to contribute what 
she could to keep him moving. 
Let us consider for a little while how 
Utopian this world would really be if 
it were suddenly delivered from the 
pestilence of salesmen and all adver­
tising in general. Were any one man 
able to accomplish this philanthropic 
feat, he would be hailed a national hero, 
canonized as a saint, and a day of the 
year would be set apart to honor him 
as for Saint Patrick who, long ago, 
delivered Ireland of a similar plague. 
Mrs. Average Housewife would awak­
en serenely of a Monday morning to 
light her water heater in preparation 
for the weekly wash and set her coffee 
pot a-perking on the kitchen stove. 
Incidentally, she would not use "Rox-
well House" coffee because the mag­
azines have advertised it to be "good 
to the last drop," but a coffee on which 
the national government has set its 
stamp of approval, and designated as 
"A" grade. It would not be necessary 
for her to purchase a "B" or "C" grade 
coffee, since with the cost of advertis­
ing subtracted from the purchase price, 
even Mrs. Average Housewife can af­
ford the best. 
After a wholesome and palatable, as 
well as economical breakfast, Mrs. 
Housewife sends the children off to 
school, washes the dishes, and then at­
tends to the family wash. "B and J" 
soap finds no place on the shelves of 
her laundry because it "washes clothes 
whiter", "banishes blue Monday," "rids 
hands of that dishpan look" or "is the 
largest selling soap in the world". The 
fact that five full pages in each of Mrs. 
Housewife's monthly magazines are no 
longer devoted to saying the same ex­
traordinary things in only slightly dif­
ferent ways about as many different 
soaps, and thaf Laura, Sue, and Em no 
longer entertain her on the radio every 
returns home to prepare the mid-day 
meal, confident, thanks to her efficient 
government, that she is cooking foods 
that have the vitamin content, the pro­
tein, the calories, that she knows are 
necessary to the health of her family; 
and she need take no advertiser's word 
for it. 
Mr. Average Husband and the child­
ren arrive at the appointed time, and 
during the meal an atmosphere of 
peace and harmony prevails. Mr. Hus­
band will not feel compelled to remark, 
"The' house bills, my love, were much 
too high this month. I'm afraid you 
have been buying extravagantly." Ob­
viously, he will know better. Neither 
will his wife find it necessary to say, 
"My dear Average, I'm really afraid 
you are growing a little stout." Know­
ing her package foods as she does her 
onions, she will have made it her busi­
ness to give him the sustenance which 
will keep him in the "pink" of con­
dition, neither too fat nor too lean. 
Average Junior, too, will not whine 
that he wants nothing but a glass of 
"Oblingtine" because the radio says it 
contains all the elements of food that 
a growing boy needs. Guesswork, 1 
repeat, will be a thing of the dark and 
ignoble past. 
During the afternoon, Mrs. House­
wife may choose to devote some time 
to her household magazines. These 
periodicals will have cost her a little 
more than they did in times past, since 
manufacturing companies are no long­
er paying the publishers five thousand 
dollars or thereabouts for the privilege 
of arousing her fear of "film", "B. O.", 
or "pink tooth brush." Nevertheless, 
Uncle Sam has paid for space in her 
favorite magazine (designated as his 
official one) to tell his public about a 
new package food now being placed 
on the market with his permission, 
and a new mechanical device for the 
kitchen which bears his seal of approv­
al. The lowering of the cost of these 
articles much more than pays for the 
extra cost of the magazine, so Mrs. 
Housewife is very glad to pay tne 
difference. 
But better still, the magazines are 
more readable. Imagine the joy of morning only to penalize her after- ,. , . - . ... .f-
ward by imposing upon her the same reading a short story straight through 
claims about still another soap, con- to a ^factory ending instead of he-
tributes a great deal to our heroine's mg made dizzy in a desperate effort 
peace of mind. She can even sing as to trace the tral1 of lts advance down 
she works, for Uncle Sam has told her 
exactly what's what about soap, and 
now there is absolutely no guessing. 
Another important factor which con­
tributes to Mrs. Housewife's . serenity 
this morning is her assurance that the 
narrow lanes bounded on either side 
by extravagantly illustrated advertising 
stories of children who gained eleven 
pounds in eleven weeks, thanks to a 
certain food; society women who have 
used only two creams in their entire 
H™,-K»l V • , u lives; and movie actresses who are glad door-bell is not going to summon her , . , n .v -
imperiously to the floor above, there <° testl,y they are actually thirty-
to stand with wet hands in the cold ^ Mrs. Housewife follows he. 
doorway while a dapper and insolent 
young salesman delivers the introduc­
tion to his psychologically-perfected 
sales speech in his breeziest manner. 
Neither is the telephone likely to 
interrupt Mrs. Housewife's morning 
schedule. All her friends know that 
this is her washday—it is probably 
theirs, too—and will respect her desire 
to be undisturbed. Therefore, she will 
not be summoned by the Universal 
Motors Corporation to aid them in a 
civic survey and, in a more civil man­
ner than she feels inclined, to divulge 
the information that they have a car. 
Yes—A Nash—A nineteen-thirty model. 
Nor will the Common Electric Company 
ask for her cooperation in a survey of 
hero and heroine to a happy landing. 
It may be nearly time for Husband's 
return when she has finished, so she 
decides not to begin another story, but 
to listen to the radio until he arrives. 
The radio has now been taken entirely 
out of the hands of commercial in­
terests and is controlled by Uncle Sam. 
One station specializes in popular mus­
ic; another in classical music; still oth­
ers in drama, vaudeville, and various 
kinds of instructive and entertaining 
talks. Therefore Mrs. Housewife turns 
to exactly the kind of program for 
which she happens to feel in the mood 
at this particular moment; and then 
sinks back into her favorite arm chair 
with the assurance that she will not 
electrical equipment. An electric wash- feel compelled to get up and turn it 
mg machine.' Yes. Vacuum cleaner? Qff when it changes from a Beethoven 
Yes. Sewing machine? No. And so on sonota to the crime of "The Texas 
until her patience is quite driven to its Ranger" as inflicted by the advertisers 
limits. Such use of the telephone for 0f "Hunky-Dory" breakfast food, 
advertising is forbidden by law. And as the clock strikes "three", a 
And so, since there have been no "honk" outside announces that Mr. 
interruptions, Mrs. Housewife's wash is Husband's working day is now over, 
out of the way early and she has plenty Technocracy, you understand, has tak-
of time for a leisurely trip to the en care of the unemployment which 
neighborhood grocery. There she finds resulted from the extermination of the 
only government approved food sup- house-to-house salesman and the ban 
plies, for Mr. Grocery-man has found of advertising, as well as the unem-
there are so few who yiil buy an in-1 ployment which already existed pre-
ferior product that it pays him to keep vious to that time. Shortened working 
only the best. This "best" is now as days afford leisure for the employed, 
cheap as any, since the cost of compet- and work for the unemployed. As the 
itive advertising has been eliminated, result of careful social planning, the 
So Mrs. Housewife fills her basket and production of commodities is limited to 
A UNIFYING SPIRIT 
By Jeanne DeMars 
"Oh, East is East, and West is West, 
and never the twain shall meet." 
No, they will never meet as East 
and as West; but go far enough east, 
and you are west; go far enough wes( 
and you are east. Where is the di­
viding line? Is there a distinct line of 
demprkation? Let us stay within the 
confines of our own country lest our 
imaginations carry us too far in retro­
spect. 
To us in Minnesota, geographically 
speaking, New York is far east, Cali­
fornia is the glorious west; but we are 
east to Californians, west to the so- _ 
phisticated east—and we ourselves? 
"Are we where God placed us in the 
best state in the Union? Egotistical? 
No, characteristic! - - not only of my 
state, but of yours, you Californiar., 
and of yours, you sophisticated East­
erner. 
No matter how different we are from 
one another, how far apart we may be, 
tnere is something which carries from 
one to the other a unifying spirit. But 
differences to be reconciled must be 
recognized. Is ours the spirit of the 
west or do we cling to our traditions? 
Let me draw for you a simple anal­
ogy. I see the East, a prim, self-con­
tained Victorian, glancing askance un­
der her lids at the West, a frank Ro­
manticist. Each brings a picture which 
flits lightly acros sour vision. Lightly, , 
I say, for to most of us, the picture is 
vague. In many respects this analogy 
is faulty like a picture with a corner 
torn off, or perhaps partly overburden­
ed with blotches which mar the sur­
face. Some of it, however, is quite 
clear. 
The Victorian stands aloof. She can 
see, and does see a fault in her govern-* 
ment, a social evil, a moral wrong, but 
she will look you in the eyes and say, 
"Oh no, you are quite mistaken, my 
dear," knowing that you know you are " 
right. To some extent she resists 
change, fearing to displace the old with 
the new lest a breath of wind from 
across the plains carry too many tra­
ditions away. On the other hand, the 
Romanticist sees and admits his mis­
takes but brazenly sugar-coats them 
with the glamour of his western civiliz­
ation. He holds an ideal rather than 
a tradition before him, and is ever 
striving towards this ideal. In the East 
we hear "Clothes make the man," and 
in the West we hear "A man's a man 
for a' that." They both seem to fit. 
Where then is the unifying spirit be-, 
tween the East and the West? Here, 
in our mid-western states? 
We must remember that few Eski­
mos live in ice igloos, or that few Jap^ 
aneese live in paper houses. What a 
misconception on our part, but one 
which is often believed! It is the same 
with the East and the West. Who 
knows? My picture may be iust as 
untrue as picturing Eskimos in ice 
houses. But we can only paint, and if 
wrong, be taught to paint again. 
Here in the middle-west we still 
have a remnant of the Victorian, yet he 
has the spirit of the western Romanti­
cist—the spirit which led him this far 
west. We must remember, many of 
our Romanticists were born and bred 
in the east, and here and there we 
gain a glance at both. 
Let me tell you a little story. It 
could be lengthy and a fascinating one, 
but I will make it brief, hoping thereby 
not to rob it entirely of its appeal. 
A dark misty night in a little Eastern 
town, fifty or more years ago, sheltered 
a young girl of sixteen from the in­
quisitive eyes of any who might have 
been prowling about, as she ran breath­
less and frightened to meet her lover. 
A wild ride in a buggy, a hurried call, 
and the next we hear of them, for oui5 
purpose, they are living in a little sod 
hut on the prairies of Illinois—she 
slaving at her homely tasks, he wrest­
ing a living from the soil. Soon they 
left the prairie sod and entered a small 
town, where they prospered slightly 
better. Years pass! You can imagine 
those years: heartache, back-breaking 
toil, with here and there a ray of sun­
shine interspersed to lighten the bur­
den. 
If we could see them now we would 
see an elderly couple, both considerably 
past seventy, living in an apartment 
in a North Dakota city. Their fifty-
seventh wedding anniversary was simp­
ly celebrated a short time ago. I sat 
at the side of the old gentleman listen­
ing to stories of his early life, colored 
with age and imagination, no doubt, 
but basically true. The world did not 
hear that side of the story. In a news­
paper clipping their story began—"A 
young boy and girl start life in a ro- * 
mantic way"—picturing a glorious life, 
full of ease and comfort. The writer 
undoubtedly obtained the facts, not 
as they Were but as they wished them 
to be known. 
Here is the spirit of the West and the 
East—the old gentleman romancing, 
idealizing his past and looking into the' 
future; the old lady saying "Oh no, 
my dear, you are mistaken". 
amounts which will satisfy the de 
mands of the public, without gluttin: 
the market, and government control i 
substituted for competition and private 
enterprise. This is, you'll agree quite 
a satisfactory world in which to live 
Thus, the advertiser—like the pro­
verbial dog—has had his day. Let u. 
not give him a night also. But dark­
ness for him is already falling. Everj 
one knows that an aroused publie 
opinion with concerted action can, i 
it wishes, push advertising entirely of 
the map. Let's all get together, then 
and push. Here, Mr. Salesman, is youi 
hat. 
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Additional Literary Supplement Articles 
(By Donald Bird) 
(The Biglow Papers Brought Up to, II-"ON FURRINERS" 
Dat< -apologies to James 
Russell Lowell) 
* THE BANK ROBBERY 
( Continued from page three ) 
leather bag firmly between his feet; the 
thieves were off down the street, look­
ing like any ordinary farmers on their 
way home after a successful morning in 
town. No one paid any attention un­
less it was to glance admiringly at the 
spirited animal moving briskly down at t^e bailiff's desk, 
the street. His {eet upon tbe railing, 
With the closing of the front door, joke in attitude grotsque, 
Mr Van Tassel was galvanized into ula JaKe; ln au 5 , u? 
action. A surprisingly few long leaps His words were nevei ai g. 
brought him through the back door, Qne day j chanced upon the place, 
out of the alley, and onto the side street, ; usec^ beld fast by what I heard, 
yelling in a voice which would have • ^ q{ common trace, 
brought down the walls of Jericho. '' " F 
. "Help! Help: Murder! Police! BAN- Portenders of a mighty word, 
DITS!'' It didn't take the loafers and He scored the land from hrst to last, 
pedestrians on the street long to gather Not bitter words but caustic talk, 
and learn the reasons for these wild now, I'm just a common man, 
outcries. A posse was quickly organ-1 
The Thoughts of a Common Man 
ai  , ,, , 
"ized, and on foot, on horseback, and in * ° know-
buggies, they started in disorderly but Along with Will I only kn w, 
determined pursuit of the rapidly dis- What the papers say is so-
appearing buggy. Their cries started I don't take stock in all this blah 
other people, farther down the street, of oraturs who shout 'rah-rah', 
the bolder of whom ran out and made cavc tn me 
vain attempts to stop the runaway pair. My friends, they , y , ' 
One look into the gun sent them back The beer s too fresh oh. that m . , 
to the sidewalk without more ado. You put it thru—a miners rush. 
It looked as if the bandits were going So you can't kick if it's only slush, 
to escape, carrying with them a good That's just the way with Americy 
r share of the wealth of the little frontier Auas a huntin' a brand-new spree. 
community. Charlie emerged from the ...... , , , , 
alley, still clutching in his small fist Two days of drinkm and by-bye bee , 
the roll of bills and explaining to a het- 'The dull old world, and oh, dear dear, 
4 rogeneous group of boys the why and Even the jigs have seen their day. 
wherefore of the robbery. What'll come next I don't dare say, 
Within the bandit vehicle all was mob may start to lynching Mellons, 
merry as a wedding bell. They were And al, the other million felons, 
yards ahead of their pursuers, their 
'horse was fresh, and it looked like a In the White House on the hill, 
fine, big haul with all the thrill of a Which for four long years was still, 
dangerous undertaking successfully ac-, I kin hear a lotta cussin' 
complished At the first outcries, the j An(i a mighty deal o' fussin', 
v robber holding the reins had shaken A for action is F. R., 
them to encourage the horse to step a He.jj brjng the d0uar back to par. 
little livlier, and the beast responded. . 
After the first attempt to stop them. O' course, we can t expect too much, 
* the horse was urged on even more vig- As long as governin is such. 
j "The times are interestin' of late, 
Anxious days of tragic fate," 
Said Jake one day a week ago, 
When many hearts were sinking low; 
"The world has up and gone coo-coo, 
With beer, an' 'jack', and fightin' too. 
You know them Japs is down-right 
smart, 
Tu choose today to make their start; 
I ainta sayin' that they're right, 
It isn't true by a d d long sight, 
But they're just as good as us, 
Racin' to see who's the srongest cuss. 
An' now from the lands across the sea 
Comes Mac, Herry, and Matsuky— 
Strong words brewing in White House 
tea, 
And still more famous will F. R. be, 
Blah, and rot, and bally-hoo, 
Yes, and no, and you guess who. 
These furriners they get my goat 
A changin' with the wind their coat, 
The Frenchy talks and talks of peace. 
But his standin' army don't decrease, 
From his lips is heard 'security'. 
It sounds so like—democracy. 
In Germany where front is back, 
A Swastica is king in fac\ 
When Hitler says a heart's a spade, 
A spade it is with gold inlaid, 
And forty million misled souls 
Fall prostrate at the Nazi polls. 
Not far away Benito rules 
The voice, the iron-hand his tools, 
"Starve at home" in wrath he said, 
And so a tiny land was bled. 
'Raise more kids, I'll pay you well', 
More souls to starve in crowded hell. 
MAY BASKET 
(By Edith Wagner) 
I dare not offer you my gift 
Of May—A fragile nest 
Of grasses plucked beside my house, 
Fairied amaranth behest. 
Finger caressed—the smooth cool green, 
I matched the blades just so— 
You wouldn't crush tributes, I think, 
But then, how can I know? 
Phone: Off. 854-W Res. 854-R 
Dr. J. H. Sandness 
Dentist 
American State Bank Bldg. 
Moorhead - - - Minnesota 
For Lowest Prices 
Trade at 
ENGELS 
1001 Fourth Ave. So. 
Phone 1974 
Off. Phone 778 Res. 2944 
Dr. H. D. Rostad 
Dentist 
Room 6, Gletne Block 
Moorhead - - Minnesota 
For QUALITY Groceries 
Trade at 
HILDES 
Phone 997 17 14th St. So. 
Lincoln Grocery and 
Confectionery 
Corner 10th St. & 5th Ave. So. 
Open Evenings and Sundays 
Drink The Best 
CITY CLUB 
J. H. Meehan, Distributor 
SQUIBB PRODUCTS 
SHEAFFER PENS 
AND PENCILS 
Johnson's Pharmacy 
"WHERE YOU WAIT FOR 
YOUR STREET CAR" 
First National Bank Building 
orously. 
"Hmmmm! B'lieve we're going to 
have some fun outa this arter all", 
grinned the active robber, turning to 
stare at the protectors of law and order 
as they began to stream up the street. 
"Jehoshaphat!" exploded his com­
panion, "Look!" 
And with no more explanation, he 
used the whip to such good effect that 
•the poor beast appeared to rise on all 
fours and take the rest of the block in 
one leap. The bandits, without slack­
ing their pace, had turned north at the 
-end of the main street, evidently bent 
on crossing the Great Northern tracks 
and taking the wooded river road. But 
there before them was what had caused 
the consternation—a long freight was 
pulling in from the east. Would they 
be able to cross ahead of the engine? 
They couldn't turn and race back to 
the next crossing—that would bring 
them into the very thick of things 
again. If they turned east and pro­
ceeded along the track, waiting for the 
first chance to cross, they would un-
'idoubtedly be overtaken by the horse­
men, who were gaining rapidly. It 
was a desperate situation and needed 
-desperate measures. 
"Drive to the left and beat it to the 
crossin', Dave," yelled bandit number 
one, picking up the black bag from the 
floor and holding it tightly in his hands 
"Mind the money", bellowed the oth­
er, mercilessly applying the whip to 
the now frantic horse. 
The pursuers turned the corner just 
in time to see the buggy careen crazily 
over the crossing, barely missing the 
.front of the now madly tooting loco­
motive; then it was hidden by the 
train which screeched to a stop yards 
beyond. The engineer descended, and 
in a voice thick with rage and curses 
he demanded, "What in blazes is going 
on here? 
"Bank robbers!" yelled some of the 
incensed citizens, "and you let 'em get 
away. 
"ME!" retorted the irate engineer. 
"Here I was tryin' to save somebody's 
skin and git blamed for helpin' thieves. 
If I'd known them was bank robbers, 
I'd steamed up and saved the county 
the expense of buying a good rope 
As it turned out, however, no rope 
had to be purchased. With the train 
as an effective "Red Sea" between the 
thieves and the law, the robbers, wast­
ing no time, bandying no words, com­
pleted their journey to the woods 
where, without pausing to tie the quiv­
ering horse, they leaped from the bug-
- gy. This was a mistake! For in their 
frenzied endeavor to be the first out, 
they jostled one another, causing the 
bag to fall to the floor. The violence 
of this broke the clasp on the bag, 
spilling the contents on the floor and 
the ground. 
"You clumsy clod! What do you want, 
* a new necktie?" roared number two, 
throwing in his share of sulphurous 
words. Then without further ado, they 
* grabbed all the loot in sight, stuffed 
it back recklessly, and hurried toward 
a raft hidden in the bend of the river. 
By' the time the posse arrived, rob-JlUlllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllinii 
[ All Noon I 
|  Lunches 25cts  |  
1 THE COLLEGE CLUB | 
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A mill-stone on the neck of peace, The bull-dog's growl in Leningrad, 
Dame Congress—may her kind decrease, Betokens Englishmen gone bad, 
Malvey's Service Station 
P. E. Malvey & Sons 
Corner 7th St. & 1st Ave. South 
Phillips Gas "66" — "77" 
Phone 538 
SERVICE 
AMERICAN STATE 
BANK 
SAFETY 
Moorhead. Minnesota 
Prompt Parcel Post Service 
Her guiding, stifling, shaky band, The mighty ire of the tiny isle, 
Holds whip-hand over all the land. Acts as judge in a Russian trial; 
While Garner holds the brake-wheel The little act it won't take long, 
down For an Englishman can do no wrong. 
The lion Borah lulls the town, The right of might is yet supreme 
T, , - ulloir'P The 'world at peace' is still a dream; The minor note is Huey s howl, . Each nation is the chosen one 
Unheeded by the other fowl. pjer piace? by virtue, in the sun, 
The good bills with the bad are killed. The more I read, the more I know, 
The items passed are neatly milled. | The 'brother-hood of men' ain't so." 
FARGO JEWELRY MFG. 
CO. 
WIMMER'S 
SCHOOL EMBLEMS. MEDAL 
TROPHIES 
Phone 2499 2tr> Broadway 
bers, raft, and loot were nowhere to in comparison with what had just left 
be seen, but there stood the exhausted the community. But they were young 
horse and the deserted buggy. After a and strong; they would soon make it 
futile search through the surrounding up. Thus life went on in those fron-
woods, the men decided to return to tier towns, 
the village. 
"Oscar, you drive the horse and bug­
gy back. At least we'll have that", said 
one member of the party. 
'Ja, its a nice mare", said Oscar, 
climbing over the wheel and settling 
himself on the seat. 
'Hey! Hey! Fellers!" he yelled, ris­
ing and holding out something in his 
hand. They crowded round. In his! 
hand, he held a small roll of bills 
which, upon closer examination, proved 
to total forty-five dollars. Not much 
Johnnie Knapp Marty Kuppich 
TWIN CITY 
MEAT MARKET 
Smoked and Fresh Meats 
Oysters in Season 
621 First Ave. So. 
DR. MOOS 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
Extractions 
Special Attention Given To 
Porcelain Jackets 
Telephone 700 Moorhead 
ERNEST PEDERSON OPTOMETRIST 
M A R T I  N / O N /  
M O O R M E A D ,  M I N N .  
DR. F. A. DR. J. W. 
THYSELL — DUNCAN 
Phone 3578-R Phone 5066 
Physicians & Surgeons 
624 Center Ave. (Wheeler Block 
Telephone 3578-W 
Anderson's Bakery 
PIES AND PASTRY FOR 
THAT LUNCH 
1 Door West of the Post Office 
Kodak Films 
Developed and Printed 
25c 
The Oyloe Studio 
403 Center Avenue 
Moorhead 
T A X I  
Phone 
1717 
COMSTOCK TAXI 
OFFICE 
—Comstock Hotel— 
COURTEOUS SERVICE 
E. T. Hanson 
TO THE 
FACULTY 
AND STUDENTS— 
Again we bid yo l Welcome 
to Moorhead—Your 44th 
Year—Our 59th. 
We have served you through 
all these years—We shall 
be pleased to continue 
this service. 
Call on Us for Anything 
At Anytime. 
Mackalls Drug Store 
510 Center Ave. 
Moorhead 
L. MILO MATSON 
Furrier 
Cold Fur Storage — Cleaning 
Restyling — Repairing — Refining 
With Neubarth's—Phone 1408 
i j 
Dr. G. L. Gosslee 
Physician & Surgeon 
Over First and Moorhead 
National Bank 
Tel.: Off. 365-W Res. 365-R 
Haircuts -35 
Children under 12 yrs .25 
Shampoo _ .25 & .50 
Shave -25 
"I'll trim your mustache" 
COLLEGE PARBER SHOP 
Prop.—A. Ramstad 
For a VISIT a LUNCH or a MEAL 
Meet at 
THE BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP 
E. M. PETERSON L. A. BENSON 
618 Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota 
CENTRAL LUMBER COMPANY 
EVERYTHING FOR BUILDING 
Phone 545 20 Sixth St., So. 
4 
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| Moorhead Shoe Hospital I 
C. VV. Soule, Prop. 
1| 17 Fifth Ave. So., Moorhead, Minn, s 
= Let Soule Sole Your Shoes j| 
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EVENSON'S 
"The Store of good things to 
eat and good things to wear" 
Telephone 528-529 
Moorhead - Minnesota 
STUDENTS & TEACHERS 
Application Photos 
made from your photo, 
25 for $1.00 
Original photo returned with 
your order 
8 Hour Service on Film 
Finishing. 
All Work Guaranteed. 
Bergstrom Studio 
619 1st Av^. South 
Moorhead Minnesota 
EAT WITH THE CROWD 
At 
The Polly an a Cafe 
Center Ave. Moorhead 
INTERIOR LUMBER COMPANY 
F. H. McGill, Manager 
Moorhead, Minn. Phone 64 
W. G. WC0DWARD CO.1NC-
622 Center Avenue 
We Buy and Sell for Cash—That's Why We Sell for Less 
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR" 
""V "nods Shres. Ladies' and G. nts' Furnishings. Millinery. N"ot',< ns. Etc, 
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Dragon Regulars Beat 
Alumni And Reserves 
In Spring Grid Game 
MjMflieaii 
Home of Paramount Pictures 
— SUNDAY — 
"A BEDTIME STORY" 
with » 
Maurice Chevalier 
POPULAR PRICES 
EININGER MAKES LONE COUNTER 
FOR ALUMNI; 12 TO 7 IS 
FINAL SCORE 
In the annual Alumni-Dragon game 
held Wednesday on Memorial field the 
new 1933 edition of Coach A. J. "Sliv" 
Nemzek's football machine turned back 
the alums and reserves by a score oi 
12 to 7. The game was even most of 
the time, but at times the College team 
out played the veterans. 
The game did not bring out any ex­
ceptional individual players, although 
Chisholm and Thorvaldson at guard 
looked especially good and Wayne Ste­
phens at an end position turned in a 
satisfactory game. 
The M. S. T. C. team scored the first 
touchdown when Macalester intercept­
ed a pass and crossed the goal line. 
Then Eininger counted the Alums' only 
touchdown on a blocked punt. The 
extra point was converted on a pass 
from Robinson to Gilpin. Bud Rue-
gamer counted the final touchdown for 
the Dragons on a nice run. The try for 
point failed. 
Although the Dragon team outplayed 
the Alums at times, the Alums out­
foxed their rivals and played smarter 
football. The Alums' most consistent 
ground gainer was a forward lateral 
pass play which they used time and 
again to great advantage. This game 
showed better tackling and blocking 
than the team has had for a long time, 
and with more practice and experience 
the Dragon team for next fall should 
be one of the best teams ever turned 
out at this school, according to Coach 
Nemzek. 
Twenty-four Entered 
In W.A.A. Tournament 
ARCHERY SPONSORED MONDAYS; 
W. A. A. GROUP LEADS IN 
SWIM TOURNEY 
Annual Arts Festival 
Will Begin Tomorrow 
(Continued from page one) 
of art This exhibit will be followed 
by a studio tea. 
Concluding the Festival season, the 
College Orchestra, also directed by Mr. 
Preston, appears in concert assisted by 
Eleanor Neshiem, pianiste, and the Eu­
terpe Singers under the baton of Miss 
Maude Wenck. 
The tone poem, "Finlandia," by Si­
belius opens the program. The first 
part is closed by the three movements' 
from the "Western World Suite," by 
Dvorak, Allegro, Scherzo, and the Fi­
nale. The Euterpe Singers appear next 
singing "Summer Noon," by Gave, 
Schubert's "Ave Maria," and "I Could­
n't Hear Nobody Pray," by Carpenter. 
The Orchestra concludes the second 
part of the program with Tschaikowsky's 
"Marche Slave," and "Espania," by 
Chabrier. 
Eleanor Neshiem, playing Grieg's 
"Concerto" for piano and orchestral 
accompaniment, concludes the Orches­
tra and Festival program. The College 
Orchestra holds the distinction of being 
one of the first orchestras to play a 
selection of this kind. The parts of the 
concerto are: Allegro Multo Moderato, 
Adagio, and Allegro Moderato Multo 
e Marcato. 
No tickets for any of the concerts will 
be issued. Everyone is invited to at­
tend. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
® 
NOTICE, DRIVERS 
No student cars will be al­
lowed to go through the entrance 
which is near the Physical Edu­
cation building because this 
driveway is for delivery ve­
hicles only. Also there will be 
"Keep to the Right" signs in 
order to prevent congestion of 
cars around the circle in front 
of MacLean and Weld Halls. 
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®  
Departmental Club Is 
Organized On Campus 
Twenty-four girls have entered the 
quoits tournament this spring. The 
partners are as follows: Inez Lee and @ of acLean and eld Ha„s ® 
Leveta Bryson, Helen Kiland and Mar-
cella Rutten, Betty Hoag and Martha 
Atkinson, Clara Thune and Fern Fred-
rickson, Norma Larson and Jewel 
Ydstie, Olive Askegaard and Hazel 
Deuterman, Gunda Hanson and Lillian 
Peterson, Naomi Vinette and Francis 
Olson, Vivian Swalley and Edna War­
ner, Ruby Heidlebough and Dorothy 
Hoag, Marie Hicks and Vernice Gregor, 
Lorraine Sandie and Grace Meland. The RHO LAMBDA CHI IS NAME OF 
first round must be played off by CLUB FORMED BY TWO-
Friday April 28; the second round by YEAR STUDENTS 
Friday, May 5; and the semi-finals 
must be played by Friday, May 12. A new departmental group has been 
Points in the Women s Swimming. organized on the campus. The two 
tournament are given on attendance year rural students are responsible for 
and on winning events on tournament. it and have selected Rho Lambda Chi 
days. W. A. A. is leading with 43 points, as a name for the organization. Until 
The standing of the other teams are: this year there has been no need for 
Beta Chi—-9; Gamma Nu—23, Pi Mu such a group, but with the number oi 
Phi—4, Psi Delta Kappa—15, Freshmen' rural teachers growing, these students 
— 35; Sophomores — 27; Juniors — 23; wanted a club among themselves for 
Seniors—10. | further professional growth in their 
Archery is sponsored by W. A. A. field and also for social acquaintances, 
every Monday night. As an incentive; The charter members are. Lorena 
a 300 club has been organized for those Abell> Cecelia j0hnSon, Signa Sabo, 
interested. Membership is based on Marie Stark Melvin Sabo> Julien Mey_ 
earning 300 points. The members in 
the club thus far are Eleanor Laing and 
Helen Kiland. 
Pi Mu Phi lost in baseball Thursday 
night to Echo Lodgard's Moerhead team 
by a score of 30-3. Beta Chi forfeited 
to the Fargo Team. 
Carl Maedl, Oliver Asp, and Kenneth 
Nelson were the guests of Stanley 
Swenson at the Swenson cottage at 
Fish Lake. 
Robert Jeffery has signed a contract 
to teach at Ogema next year. 
Vivian Nelson will teach in the Ers-
kine public schools next winter. 
Teaching in Cass County, North Da­
kota, Vivian Larson has signed a con­
tract to teach one of the schools there. 
Eva Lunduist will teach at Donnelly, 
beginning next September. 
Receiving a position in the intermedi­
ate grades of the public schools, Edna 
Benson will teach at Underwood, Min­
nesota, next year. 
Teaching in the Grover School, Rakel 
Erickson, next year, will be one of the 
teachers in Clay County, while Inez 
Game will also teach in Clay County. 
Miss Mildred Graves, Mentor, spent 
the week-end with her sister Evelyn 
Graves at Comstock Hall. 
Annabelle Criser spent the week-end 
at their cottage on Lake Melissa. 
Miss Wenonah Streed was a visitor 
on the campus this week. 
William Stevenson left Sunday to re­
sume his teaching duties at Underwood 
after having spent Easter vacation with 
his parents. 
Martha Atkinson spent the week-end 
visiting friends in Hibbing. 
Miss Ruth Narveson spent the week­
end as Delores Peterson's guest at 
Comstock Hall. 
Orvid Jorgenson, former student, is 
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kise. 
ers, Mabel Peterson, Sigurd Malen, 
Hilda Westrum, Thelma Vanderhoef, 
Otto Bridgeman, Telford Oraas, Dorris 
Radebough, Lily Johnson, and Bernice 
Cox. They plan to have an initiation 
of the two-year rural students who are 
now Freshmen and whose class av­
erages are good. The club began its ': 
activities with a get to-gether tea in 
Ingleside on Monday afternoon. 
Circus To Be Given By 
Training School Pupils 
(By Oliver Asp) 
"Come right this way, folks, and see 
the big three-ring circus—See the tight 
rope artists, the rope artists, the acro­
bats—See the strong man stunts—Look 
at the boxing match—See all the old I 
circus stunts and a few new ones. Step 
right this way—come see the wonderful 
outstanding stunts presented by every 
department in the Training School on 
May 3—at 7:20 p. m. at the College 
gymnasium. 
After the show, come to the swim­
ming pool and see an extraordinary, 
outstanding water circus. There, 
watch the trained seals, pollywogs, and 
j frogs, jellyfish, the mermaids and mer­
men, whales, fish and pirates perform. 
Because of the large crowd, will Col-
I lege students please come to these 
water antics on Monday afternoon? 
3:30 is the time. The price is only a 
dime—ten pennies—one tenth of a dol­
lar, but the chief barker Kirkevold 
will tell more. 
Miss Frick, Miss McKellar, and Mr. 
Gilpin are supervising the demon­
stration. Student teachers who will 
have charge of the various groups per­
forming and Primary grades and In­
termediate grades, Helen Kiland and 
James Krejack; High School girls, Echo 
Lodgard and Margaret Larson; High 
school boys, Harold Mattson, and John 
O'Brien. 
SCHOMBERS' 
Make our store your 
Headquarters 
306 10th St. So. Moorhead 
Phone 1722 
UMmMmMmMMl 
For Service try 
GRANT BATTERIES 
SOUERS SOUTH SIDE 
TEXACO STATION 
Phone 551 
Britts Grocery 
your 
Headquarters for Picnic and 
Lunch Supplies 
CANDY 
MAGAZINES 
and SCHOOL SUPPL'ES 
Come here to use our phone and 
wait for the street car. 
NEUBARTK'S 
JEWELRY STORE 
Bring Us That 
Next Repair Job 
MOORHEAD 
The City Hall is Across The Street 
WHAT ARE SCHOOL DAYS WITHOUT FLOWERS? 
You'll appreciate those you get here. 
"BRIGGS BEAUTIFUL BLOSSOMS" 
MOORHEAD, Phone 762 MINNESOTA 
NEW DRESSES 
SPRING STYLES 
$3.88 
Standard Cleaning 
at 
"ECONOMY PRICES" 
Carry and Save 
Bon Valet Cleaners 
Bill Robinson, Agent 
Call 966 or 1978-J 
Pure Silk Crepe 
Plain and Figured 
V O L D ' S  
SUITS 
AND 
TOPCOATS 
for 
COLLEGE MEN 
Hear the Palace Feature Pro-
ture Program every Friday, 
6:15 p. m.—KGFK, Moorhead 
Stern & Field 
"Every Inch a Clothing Store" 
Moorhead, Minn. 
FASHION 
FLOOR 
(that means Blacks) 
has the 
DRESS 
You Want Most 
and its only 
$6.84 
COME AND SEE 
t BLACKS 
WHERF YOU ACWATj FIKD THE CR0WD5 
F A R G O  
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS 
Appreciate the Value of a Bank 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a 
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com­
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a 
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser­
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the 
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu­
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation 
We are featuring a 
Complete ,'issortment of 
CANDY 
Not only that, 
We are ready to supply you 
with the 
Proper Cards of Greeting 
for 
ALL OCCASIONS 
"The Stcre of Friendly 
Personal Service" 
Tho Store 
Moorhead Drug Co. 
A. S. SIGURDSON, Owner 
SPRING FASHION MODES 
There's a 
SPRING COAT & DRESS 
for you at 
S T E V E N S O N S  
70 Broadway 
FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS 
assure you of fine quality. 
They are used in your dining room and are for sale by 
all the leading dealers. 
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk, cream, 
butter, cheese, eggs, ice cream. 
The Fairmont Creamery Company 
